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Ch'iao Kuan-hua, Vice Foreign Minister of the PRC
Huang Hua, PRC Permanent Representative to the
United Nations
Chi Tsung-chih, Deputy Director, West European
Department, PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Chang Han-chih, Deputy Director, Asian Department, PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(Interpreter)
Kuo Chia-ting, Second Secretary at the PRC Mission
to the U.N. (Notetaker)
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Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
Philip Habib, Assistant Secretary of State for East
Asian and Pacific Affairs
George Bush, Chief-Designate of the United States
Liaison Office in Peking
Winston Lord, Director, Policy Planning, Department of State
Arthur W. Hummel, Jr., Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs
Richard H. Solomon, Senior Staff Member, National
Security Council

DATE, TIME,
AND PLACE:

October 2, 1974, 8:15- 11:35 p.m.
Secretary's Suite, Waldorf Towers, New York City

SUBJECT:

Secretary's Dinner for the Vice Foreign Minister
of the People 1 s Republic of China

(The evening began at 8:15 as the Chinese were escorted into the Secretary's
living room for informal discussion and drinks before dinner.)
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
Ambassador Huang:

We are late.

The car came on 57th Street and the traffic was bad.

(At this point photographers entered the room to take pictures. )
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Secretary Kissinger: My Chinese is getting better.
are mad at each other. (Laughter)
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We can't smile; we

I must say the Vice Foreign Minister fired full cannons today [in his
General Assembly speech], no empty cannons.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
anticipated?

I suppose what I said you had already

Secretary Kissinger: No. You are establishing a degree of equivalence
between us [the U.S. and the Soviet Union].
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
more carefully •••
Secretary Kissinger:

No, this is wrong.

If you study the speech

We'll have to study it more carefully.

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: It [the characterization of the U.S. and the
Soviets in the speech] was like that in the past. I feel this speech was more
unequal than in the past.
Secretary Kissinger: I want the Vice Foreign Minister to understand that
we appreciate equal treatment, but not on all occasions. (Laughter)
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: We both speak with touches of philosophy,
so our speeches are not easy to understand.
Secretary Kissinger: I don't say there was full equivalence, but more so
than in the past. But this is a compliment to you. Of all the General
Assembly speeches, I read only yours.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I also can tell you that yours was studied
most carefully -- although I was not here when you delivered it.
Secretary Kissinger:

Mine did not touch on China.

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I know. That was also the case in the past.
As for myself, I have to give you some criticisms. If I don't, then I'm not
on good grounds for criticizing our neighbor [the Soviet Union].
Secretary Kissinger: I just want you to know that we won't feel neglected
if you don't. (Laughter)
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Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: The day before yesterday I met Ambassador Malik. He said he would come to hear my speech. I replied, "You
can't run away." So today he just threw a copy [of the speech] down on
the table.
Secretary Kissinger: I was worried that I didn't go to his reception, as
I went to yours. However, Malik solved my problem as he came to yours.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Yes. I recall that last night the three of
us sat in a triangle, in a circle. You can draw the circle in many ways.
Secretary Kissinger: But it still comes out the same.
stant; it comes out the same.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
there have been many changes.

We keep it con-

Well, but frankly, since we met last April

Secretary Kissinger: Before we get to these, there is one aesthetic point
I wanted to raise. You said we overthrew the government in Cyprus. We
did not. We did not oppose Makarios. It would serve no political purpose
for us [to have overthrown him]. The only problem is that his talents are
greater than the island he runs. But that's a vice of most Greek politicians.
Basically this is just for your information -- it is not an important point.
This was not an event which we desired. Once it happened, our basic
desire was to keep the Soviet Union out, not to permit them to undermine
the situation. I liked your description of their policy [in the G. A. speech]
very much.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Speaking of the Cyprus events, I have one
question. You surely knew something of the situation before the event.
Why didn't you take steps to prevent it? In our view it was a stupid event.
Secretary Kissinger: Yes. If I get you to come and visit Washington I
could explain our system of government. (Laughter) There are many
intelligence reports which float around, but if no one brings them to me
I assume they do not exist. I can assume that a subordinate will leak to
the press one I do see. What they don't leak are the ones I do not see.
When the coup occurred I was in Moscow. My people did not take these
intelligence reports seriously as such reports had been very numerous
in the pasto Every three months there was a rumor of a possible coup.
An intelligence officer even told Makarios about these rumors, but he
,?"(".·-~- C'ii>;'-.
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didn't believe them. He was away on a weekend holiday. If I had known
about the report, I would have stopped it [the coup]. Once the coup
occurred, I assumed that Turkey would intervene, as there was no
government in Cyprus and Greece was unstable. Our press is violently
anti-Greece. They were criticizing us [for our attitude on Greece].
The reason I didn't criticize Sampson was that we assumed we could
get rid of him in any 36-hour period. But we knew that the Soviets had
told the Turks to invade. We didn't want them [the Soviets] to have any
other excuse to involve themselves in the situation. But the "Second
World" in Europe, and the Arne rican press, kept egging on the Turks.
So it is an unfortunate situation, but it will come out all right. The
Soviets can't do anything for either party. We will move to a settlement
in a few weeks once the Greeks calm down.
Actually our problem is in calming down the Greek population in the U.S.
We already have the basis for an agreement with the Greeks and the Turks,
but if Congress cuts off aid, then they will remove our basis for a settlement. So if you have any influence with the Congress please use it.
(Laughter) Fortunately there are more Chinese here than Greeks. They
have better discipline.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:
Well, it really was a bad situation at the
beginning, after things first happened. As for the situation later, we
can't criticize you.
Secretary Kissinger: I agree, the beginning was bad. But later it
became better. The worst thing that the Chinese can say about a person
is that he is stupid. (Laughter)
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Since you have contacts with the two sides,
what do you think about the question of the withdrawal of Turkish troops?
Will they make a demonstration of good will?
Secretary Kissinger: As I know that you don't leak to the press (Ch'iao:
On that you can rely. ) I will tell you. It is really contingent on our
Congress. While I am on my Middle Eastern trip I will go to Ankara.
While I am in Ankara the Turks will make a gesture of good will -- like
withdrawing five to seven thousand troops, or withdrawing from some
territory. Then we will ask Clerides and Denktash to agree to principles
for a political dialogue, for political talks. These principles essentially
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have been agreed to already. The Greek government will then express
approval that political talks are starting. Then, nothing will happen
until after November 10, which is the date of the Greek elections.
They don't want anything to happen before then. After the election, we
will put the issue in a larger framework, one which will solve such
questions as territorial rights in the Aegean Sea, etc. This is all agreed
to, but our Congress may upset these plans. If these maniacs will only
leave the situation alone! I'm convinced that eighty percent of the madmen
in the world live in the Eastern Mediterranean. So I can't be sure [of the
outcome of the situation].
(At this point in the conversation, at 8:40 p.m. , the living room conversation broke up and the group resumed the discussion at the dinner table.)
Secretary Kissinger: We have a number of new friends here tonight.
Ambassador Habib is our new Assistant Secretary for East Asia. Of
course you know George Bush. (Ch'iao: Our old friend.) He may not be
used to the frankness with which we discuss issues. (Laughter) I always
tell our Chinese friends the outlines of our policies. There have been no
disappointments thus far. It is so rare to meet officials who understand
what we are doing.
Incidentally, I joked with the Mongolian Foreign Minister that I would visit
his country. He took me seriously and extended me an invitation. Should
I pay his country a visit? (Laughter) Seriously, there are no U. So
interests in Outer Mongolia, other than creating a sense of insecurity in
other capitals. I don't have to pursue this. I want your frank opinion.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Considering this question, our position has
been the same since the Yalta Conference. I've always told this to the
Doctor. Maybe I am wrong, but you talked with Premier Chou about this.
Secretary Kissinger: Yes, but I don't know how you wru ld view American
efforts to establish relations with Outer Mongolia. I know your historical
view and what it represents.
Well, I can defer a decision until a later occasion. The only reason to go
is to show activity in this area. But if you object -- to a visit by me -- I
won't go. Diplomatic relations, that we'll do. (To Ambassador Habib:)
Where do we stand on this?

-q'QP
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We have had no response.

Mr. Solomon: I believe their northern neighbor objects to Mongolia
establishing relations with us.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:
There are two aspects to the situation
there. We maintain diplomatic relations [with the Mongolian People 1 s
Republic], so there is no question of law. But this is really just a puppet
state.
It is in a situation of being occupied. So in such circumstances
you will have to decide [whether or not to visit].
Secretary Kissinger:

No, I can tell you now that it won 1 t be done.

You spoke of changes regarding Cyprus.
countries?

Are there any others -- our two

Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: Not just our two countries. Primarily I
was referring to the world besides our two countries. As for changes in
your country, I believe we have explained our view. This is your
domestic affair, and it won 1 t affect relations between our two countries.
Secretary Kissinger: Exactly. We will pursue the policies that we have
agreed to. During the course of the evening I want to discuss some specific
issues with the Vice Foreign Minister. As for the specific understandings,
we will completely uphold them.
What changes do you see in the world since April?
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: (Pauses to reflect on a reply.) Superfically,
Cyprus was the most drastic change. But our analysis is that two areas are
in upheaval: the Balkans and the South Asian subcontinent.
Secretary Kissinger: Cyprus makes much noise, but no strategic
difference -- unless we are prevented by domestic developments from
conducting our foreign policy. The situation will probably come out with
the Turks in a slightly stronger position.
In the Balkans, do you mean pressure on Yugoslavia? (Ch 1 iao: Yes.)
You know that I will visit Yugoslavia in November. We told you about my
visit to the Soviet Union. From there I will go to India, Pakistan, Romania,
and Yugoslavia. So how serious do you think the pressures are on
Yugoslavia?
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Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: You know, that friend of ours is an
opportunist. If you don't create some counter pressures they will take
advantage of the situation. The situation is not as calm as it looks.
Secretary Kissinger: I agree. Especially after Tito dies. But the
Soviets would not consider a move against Yugoslavia on the order of
what they did to Hungary or Czechoslovakia. We would not treat such
a development in the same category as Hungary or Czechoslovakia.
We would take such a development with great seriousness. In fact, I
plan to discuss this situation when I visit [Peking].
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I don't know how you view the situation
in South Asia. Of course, we have discus sed this many times.
Secretary Kissinger: I separate the strategic consideration from tactics.
Our strategic analysis is the same as yours. For a "peace loving"
people, the Indians create a great sense of insecurity. If they were not
pacifists I would really worry about them. (Laughter) They are attempting
to create a situation of great imbalance in strength with their neighbors.
They have repeatedly urged me to come for a visit. I have postponed one
three times already. The general intention [of my visit] is to produce a
greater degree of independence of Indian foreign policy in relation to the
Soviets -- and to create some discouragement on the part of the Soviets
regarding their investment in India.
Practically, what will come out of the visit? We will set up a scientific
and economic commission, but there will be no American financial
commitment-- other than that already in the budget. But Congress won't
approve it, and we won't fight for it. (Laughter)
Ambassador Huang:
to India?

Did you promise to give a certain amount of wheat

Secretary Kissinger: We haven't made any promises yet. The amount
we are now considering is substantially below the figures you read in the
newspapers. (Mr. Lord: A half million tons.) But we haven't committed
this yet. They have asked for three million tons. That is less than we are
giving to Egypt. We are giving the Egyptians 600, 000 tons, Syria 200, 000 250,000. I just want you to understand our relative priorities in relation to
the populations involved.
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In Pakistan, we hope to have the most constructive talks possible. I
hope to pursue the line which we discus sed in Peking. Don't believe the
statements you read by our Cabinet members. This particular one made
two statements, and his second cne was worse than the first. In the first
he called the Shah "a nut. " Then he said he had been quoted out of
context, and that only in some circumstances did he consider the Shah
to be "a nut. " (Laughter)
On oil, we have good relations [with the Shah].
have a positive outcome.

Our negotiations will

What is your assessment of South Asia?
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: We have discus sed this many times. Our
views are similarto yours, although perhaps we view the situation as more
serious [than you do].
Secretary Kissinger:

Will there be a military outcome?

Vice Foeign Minister Ch'iao: Our feeling is that our friend (the Soviet
Union) is more shrewd in his actions than you are. Their activities are
more covered up. They make better use of domestic contradictions in
various countries. Perhaps you don't pay attention to such things closely
enough.
Secretary Kissinger: Perhaps because I know their leaders I don't rate
them too highly. My judgment is that they usually prevail with brutality,
not cleverness. But this is an interesting point. How do they use domestic
contradictions?
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: In one respect they use contradictions
between the various countries in the region, especially Pakistan,
Afghanistan, and Iran. Don't you feel the question of Baluchistan,
promoted by Afghanistan, has gone further than before.
Secretary Kissinger:

Not Pushtunistan?

I thought .••

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Openly the Afghanistanis are talking about
Pushtunistan, but they also make use of Baluchistan.
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Secretary Kissinger: I'll look into this situation. I'll talk to the Shah
when I see him. He has a Baluchi area on his border.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Generally I agree with you [about the
Soviets]. They are doing some stupid things. Eventually they will have
to resort to brutality, but before they reach this point they take advantage
of the situations.
Secretary Kissinger: Is it true that the three Soviet border negotiators
have all had nervous breakdowns?
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:
That's probably just a story. Didn't you
see that our comrade Ilichev, after he returned to Moscow, went to Cyprus?
Secretary Kissinger:

He went to Greece also.

I'm tempted to accept the Soviet proposal on a conference on Cyprus just
because it is comprehensive. We won't, but you described their situation
very accurately.
Chang Han-chih: Yes, the phrase [in Ch'iao' s U.N. speech] was they
were acting like "ants on a hot pot. "
Secretary Kissinger:
When Gromyko came [to Washington] he raised the
idea of a joint guarantee for Cyprus. I said let's try this on Poland first.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:

Very good idea.

Secretary Kissinger: I hope for your emotional stability that you don't
follow the European Security Conference. There is the is sue of peaceful
change of frontiers -- this is the German problem. We support the German
formulation. When Gromyko was in Washington he told us he had said the
Germans told him that they would support any position we two could agree
upon. I said I would think about it for a few days. I then checked with the
Germans. They said they had told the Soviets no such thing.
Gromyko then called me from New York. He said he had a compromise
formula which he told me he had checked with the Germans. I then
checked with the Germans and they said Gromyko had discussed a different
proposal with them.
This is stupid. These little tricks don't bring changes about.
in a treaty won't change things.
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Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Didn't you agree that the last stage of
the European Security Conference would be a summit conference?
Secretary Kissinger: We haven't agreed to this. We don't want our
European allies to agree and then have us being the only ones who don't
agree. So we follow the opinion of Europe. We don't care for such a
summit. The idea of 39 heads of state in one room is more than my
constitution can bear. They'll all have to talk.
My opinion is that there will be one. (Ch'iao: This year?) No, in March
or April next year. That is a guess -- certainly not before.

Now they are debating "Basket Three." That will take six weeks just to
state the issues, not even to get into negotiations.
We are not in a hurry. We just don't want the European Security
Conference to do any damage. We are passive. We don't want it to do
very much.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

South Asia?

Secretary Kissinger: As I said last year [in Peking], we support Pakistan's
. territori4l integrity. We are arranging to have 300 Pak tanks rebuilt in Iran.
We will contribute to the expenses, and the Shah will pay for the remainder.
On my visit we will try to arrange for the training of Pak military men on
Iranian weapons so that they can be used interchangeably. (To Ambassador
Bush:) You are learning more about international politics this evening than
you ever did at the U.N. (To Ch'iao:) Senator Fulbright thinks you don't
give enough emphasis to the U.N.
My staff, when they read a statement
in my U.N. speech on torture, said I should apply this criterion to the way
I treat my staff. (Mr. Lord: So far there has been no change. [Laughter])
Given our bureaucracy it was a miracle this didn't appear in the final text.
We understand completely your views on Pakistan. Strategically we agree,
but practically we have some difficulties which I have described to you.
We are thinking of ways to overcome them after November. It is an absurd
situation: India, a big country, can import arms in great quantity. But if
you supply arms to Pakistan then you are "threatening peace."
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: We have discus sed the Subc.ontinent many
times. I don't want to appear to attach too much importance to the situation there. But it is important to you. I discussed this with Senator Jackson.
;r;-~·-,.·,~;;0"~
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He wanted to talk about Diego Garcia. I told him that considering the
present situation in South Asia, we understand your position on Diego
Garcia. But suppose the Soviets one day realize their ambition of
gaining a direct passage into the Indian Ocean. Then Diego Garcia will
be of no use.
Secretary Kissinger:
There is one point.
closer to China than to the U.S.

We think of South Asia as

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Yes, but there is another side to the
question. We don't have anything in the Indian Ocean, no fleet. You
know that Pakistan for a long time was in an antagonistic position against
us. But we lived through that. Some day the Soviets may control all of
South Asia ••.
Secretary Kissinger:
of such a situation.

We would oppose that.

I don't say we would approve

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Even if this happened, we don't think this
is the focal point of Soviet strategy. There has been no change in this,
they have not shifted [the focal point of their efforts] to South Asia. They
can only have onekey point. If too many areas are called "key areas,"
then there will be no key area.
Secretary Kissinger: You see, my education stopped with Kant.
are ahead of me! (Laughter)

So you

Anyone's strategic situation will be affected by the Soviet situation. If
the situation in one area becomes favorable to the Soviets, it can affect
anyone's strategic situation, even though the focal point may be in Europe.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Specific situations may have changed, but
the world situation has remained the same.
Secretary Kissinger: But my point is that if any one country falls to
Soviet hegemony it will affect the overall situation.
I agree that Europe is a major strategic concern of the Soviets, but there
is nothing in Europe that can't wait for a few years.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:

And what about the East?
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Secretary Kissinger: My judgment is that in the East there is greater
time urgency for the Soviets.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:

I really don't agree.

Secretary Kissinger: I'd be delighted -- I'm just giving you my assessment.
I don't insist on it. It is my genuine belief. But the problem is the same
either way. If the Soviets have a strategic success in the East, it will
affect the West. If they have a strategic success in the West, it will affect
the East. So the situation is the same [for both of us].
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: True.
of the world it will affect other areas.
Secretary Kissinger:

Whatever happens in different areas
But the focal point is still important.

Well, we will see in two or three years.

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
or three years.

Maybe we won't be able to tell in just two

Secretary Kissinger: Is this glass for mao-t'ai? (The Chinese: It is
too big!) We want to torture the Vice Foreign Minister. Because we
didn't have a Cultural Revolution our bureaucracy has to make decisions
by committee. Winston Lord has formed a mao-t'ai committee. (Laughter)
Mr. Vice Foreign Minister, when you come to Washington we have a
superb serving person at Blair House. He has an exquisite sense of timing.
He clatters plates just as the toast is being given, especially when an
American official is giving the toast. (Laughter)
Ambassador Huang:
Secretary Kissinger:

I had a similar experience in Ghana.
You were Ambassador to Ghana?

(Huang Hua:

Yes.)

Mr. Foreign Minister, to your health, to our friendship.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: You have done outstanding work in the
Middle East, but it is only the beginning.
Secretary Kissinger: I agree. The situation is getting more complicated
now. I'm going there next week. The next step has to be made with Egypt,
then with Palestine, and then with Syria .
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Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: We had heard that if it is not possible
for you to supply sophisticated weapons to Egypt, then you wru.ld give
the Soviets a loophole.
Secretary Kissinger:
am in Peking.

I'll discuss this matter in a smaller group when I

Mr. Foreign Minister, these annual dinners are useful, and pleasant
personal events.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao:
They are not really annual. This is our
second one this year. I think you know that we will welcome you on your
visit.
Secretary Kissinger: You mentioned international changes. Of course,
we've had internal changes. It was no accident that three hours after taking
the oath of office President Ford received the Chief of your Liaison Office.
He reaffirmed the continuity of our policy. Tonight I want to reaffirm that
continuity. A few years ago we set ourselves certain objectives. Despite
changes in the international situation, we will hold to these objectives,
including the full normalization of relations.
We have kept in touch with you on major international events. We intend
to continue to do this.
I look forward to continuing such talks.
I would like to propose a toast:
To the friendship of the Chinese and
American peoples. To the health of Chairman Mao. To the health of the
Premier. (All rise and toast. )
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Just now you talked about the world situation.
As we described it in the Shanghai Communique, we are opposed to hegemony. Last time Doctor was in Peking we elaborated on this point: oppose
hegemony. This is our basic principle.
Although domestically the U.S. has undergone many changes, you have
told us such changes would not affect our relations. We believe that.
We talked about normalization of relations the last time Doctor was in
Peking. You talked with Chairman Mao about this. He said that the
Japan formula was the only way we could consider normalization. You
asked the Premier at dinner what he [Chairman Mao] had meant by this.
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Secretary Kissinger: I've learned that there is always more to what
the Chairman says than appears at first glance.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I remember you told the Premier there
were "many layers'' to what the Chairman says.
I would like to toast to the friendship of the peoples of China and the U.S. ,
and to the continuation of this friendship. To President Ford. We wish
to say he is already one of our friends. When he was in China he left a
deep impression on us. So let us drink to the health of President Ford
I don't like to toast you as "Secretary of State," I prefer your title of
"Doctor. "
Secretary Kissinger:

That is a more lasting title.

Secretary Kissinger (in German to Ch'iao:)
Ambassador Bush.

(All rise and toast.)

You forgot to toast

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Doctor just reminded me to toast
Ambassador Bush. I forgot •.•
Secretary Kissinger:
I just wanted you to remember him. He's one of
our best men. A good friend -- also a Presidential candidate.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
Ambassador Scali invited me to attend
Ambassador Bush's farewell party on the 11th. Unfortunately I'll be
leaving on the 8th. So I will take this opportunity provided by Doctor to
welcome Ambassador Bush, to drink to the success of his mission. I
am sure you will fulfill your mission. I hope you will like Peking. (All
rise and toast A.mbas sad or Bush. )
Secretary Kissinger:
Peking.

He could have had any post he wanted.

He selected

Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao (to Ambassador Bush): How's your mother?
Ambassador Bush: She is fine.
time to visit her little boy.

She wants to come to Peking at Christmas

(At this point, 10:30 p.m., the dinner conversation broke up and the group
retired to the Secretary's living room.)
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Secretary Kissinger: Let 1 s talk a few minutes about your last point.
I want to explore this further. (At this point the serving personnel came
in with coffee and liqueurs.) I 1 ll wait until after they have finished
serving.
Are they going to have passionate debates in the General Assembly? On
Korea, is it possible that ollr two Ambassadors can work out something as
they did last year? Your Ambassador [Huang Hua] is such a master. The
Soviets asked me how it was worked out last year on Korea. They still
don 1 t understand how you did it.
I don 1 t think you have given llS a reply to our last proposal [on Korea].
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1 iao: I 1 ll be very frank with you. You wanted llS
to convey yollr last proposal to the [North] Koreans. We did this. We
didn 1 t received a further response. Finally this question was put on the
U.N. agenda. So now we will have a debate with each side speaking on its
own s epa rate views.
Secretary Kissinger: I understand. Didn 1 t we have a debate last year?
(Huang Hua: In the First Committee.) The question is whether we can
have some way of eliminating the United Nations Command without abrogating the Armistice. This is basically what we are after.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:

Do you have any specific form in your mind?

Ambassador Habib: Our proposal is that the Armistice in its present form
be maintained, with South Korea and the U.S.
Secretary Kissinger: Yes, with the People 1 s Republic, which is already
a signatory, and North Korea on the other side.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:
You llnderstand that we keep on good
relations with the Democratic People 1 s Republic of Korea. On this isslle
we have to respect their views. Of course if your have more detailed
views, more comprehensive views on this question, we will convey them
to them.
Secretary Kissinger: Our problem is that we cannot accept abolition of
the United Nations Command if there is no legal basis on both sides for
the continllation of the Armistice .
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For your information, we have had several approaches from North
Korea -- from the Romanians, the Egyptians, even David Rockefeller,
he is perhaps the largest power involved (laughter) -- but we can't
respond to their initiatives until the issue of the U.N. Command is
resolved. In principle we are not opposed [to having contact with them].
You can convey this to them.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: Regarding all these details on the Korean
question, we don't feel they are of great significance. As you know from
your discussions with Chairman Mao, this is not a major issue if you look
at it in terms of the overall world situation.
Secretary Kissinger: As I told the Chairman and the Premier, we are
not committed to a permanent presence in Korea. This is not a principle
of our foreign policy. But we also don't want the speed of our withdrawal
to create a vacuum into which some other power might project itself.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: It seems as if Japan does not feel the
behavior of [ROK President] Park is satisfactory.
Secretary Kissinger:
Ambassador Habib:

I wouldn't pay too much attention to that.
There has been no major change in their relationship.

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: True. Japan's policy regarding Korea is
formulated according to many considerations.
Secretary Kissinger: But any sudden change in Korea could stimulate
Japanese nationalism. You have to watch that former student of mine,
Nakasone.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
students?
Secretary Kissinger:

How is it that you have so many bad

Like Ecevit.

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: History will lay [responsibility for J all
this on your shoulders! (Laughter)
Secretary Kissinger: Should Scali be in touch with Ambassador Huang
Hua?
Will there be confrontations?
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Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
There will be confrontations, but it can
also be said that there will not be confrontations.
Secretary Kissinger: But we know the vote. We don't care about the
speeches. Ambassador Huang can perhaps create diversions.
Ambassador Huang: The differences in this respect are too great.
beyond my capability [to resolve them].

It is

Secretary Kissinger: Perhaps you can consider this [matter further].
We attach some importance to this question.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I don't think it will bring any complications
if the resolution [favorable to North Korea] passes.
Secretary Kissinger: But if it does, it will create complications in Korea,
in Japan, or elsewhere.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch' iao: I met Foreign Minister Kimura [in New
York]. We touched on this question, although we didn't go into any details.
We'll wait a little while and see how the situation develops.
I want to repeat this --I wasn't using diplomatic language: We keep on
good relations with the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. This is
mainly their position. This is not just a matter of just what China wants.
Secretary Kissinger: We have our Korean friends too. But if we have a
general understanding then we can influence the situation.
We have reports that you may be interested in contacts with South Koreao
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
Secretary Kissinger:

They may not be accurate.

Let us return to the topic in your toast.

On my visit to Peking I want to talk more concretely about this is sue,
and work out a timetable. We think late 1975 or early 1976 would be a
relatively good time for the completion of this process. But we are
prepared to discuss its precise nature beforehand.
We understand your basic position. Your basic position is that normalization should be on the Japanese model. But as you correctly pointed out,
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there are many layers of meaning. In particular, our conditions are
not the same as Japan's. The history of our relations [with the Republic
of China on Taiwan] are not the same, our internal situation is more
complicated, and our legal requirements are complex. We want to move
so that our public opinion does not have a bad feeling about our relations
with China.
In general, given our concern with hegemony, it is important that we not
be seen as throwing our friends away.
I am now giving you our considerations, not a specific proposal.
As I interpret the Japanese formula, this would involve us having
embassies in our respective capitals. There would be no embassy in
Taipei. Ambassador Unger would then be unemployed. (Laughter) One
point which Chairman Mao mentioned intrigued me. We understand that
there would be no ambassador in Taipei, but he mentioned that there
were ambassadors of the Baltic states in Washington and that this wasn't
a situation of any importance.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: It is my understanding that Chairman Mao
talked about this mainly as part of a discussion of political subjects. It
was not closely related [to the discussion of normalization].
Secretary Kissinger:
[about his remark].

Not exactly, but it puzzled me.

That's why I asked

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I remember that Chairman Mao discussed
with you that whether or not we have formal diplomatic relations is not so
important. We have diplomatic relations with India, but our relations with
them are cold. With you, although we have no diplomatic relations, our
contacts are warm. We can either solve this problem, or just leave it as
it is. But concerning our relations, if you wish to solve this problem
there is only one model, the Japanese model.
Secretary Kissinger:
Let me ask two questionso First, you say that the
quality of our relations does not depend on whether we have solved this
problem. Whether we have liaison offices or embassies, our relations
depend on other problems.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
I remember in your discussion with
Chairman Mao this was also touched upon. The major basis of our relationship is that we seek common ground on international problems. Of course
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in our relations this problem [of Taiwan] lies between us. Diplomatic
relations are affected by this situation, but it is not of too great
significance. (Secretary Kissinger: We don't have ••• )
For example, you started your visits to Peking in 1971. In 1972 you
came with President Nixon. Then in 1973 we made further progress,
but we still have this issue [of Taiwan]. So our relations do develop to
a certain extent, but then we do confront this question. As this problem
does exist, when you think of a timetable, then there is the question of
the Japanese model. So I believe that in April, Vice Premier Teng
Hsiao-p'ing mentioned that there were two aspects to our position: We
hope that our relations can be normalized; but we are not in a hurry.
When Senator Fulbright visited China he asked this question:
Can we
have further development of our relations?
As far as our relations are
concerned, before normalization our relations will meet some obstacles.
When I was discussing this issue with Senator Fulbright I gave an example.
Each year I come to the United States, but I can only go to New York, not
to Washington. (Secretary Kissinger: I'll lift the travel restriction on
you. [Laughter]) He invited me to Washington. I said I can't come because
Chiang Kai-shek has an Embassy there. (Secretary Kissinger: You know
that President Ford would welcome a visit by you. You could just come
from the airport directly to the White House and then back again if you
wished.) Thank you, but I think President Ford will understand my problem.
Secretary Kissinger: Let me tell you our problem. We are in no hurry
either. The question is whether our difficulties are ripe for overcoming.
We see several problems. First, what sort of office we will maintain in
Taipei after normalization. One obvious possibility is a liaison office
there, which has the additional advantage that for the first time in four
years we would do something which Senator Jackson can't oppose.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
This idea was his own. He did not talk
with me about it, or with the Vice Premier. After he left China I read
this [proposal of his] in the press. I was quite surprisedo
Secretary Kissinger: Another possibility is a consulate. But we have a
second problem which is more difficult. The defense relationship. We
clearly cannot have a defense relationship with part of a country --at
least we are not aware that you can. (Laughter)
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You can create this.

(A secretary enters the room and hands Secretary Kissinger a message.)
Secretary Kissinger: Please excuse me for five minutes. This is the
second call I have had from the President tonight. He 1 s about to go to bed.
(The Secretary departs the room for about ten minutes.)
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao (to Ambassador Bush):
to Peking?

When are you going

Ambassador Bush: On the 15th. My wife is now studying Chinese at the
Foreign Service Institute. She talked to Huang Chen in Washington and
used some of her Chinese. He laughed, and she thought it was a compliment. (Laughter) When will you be going?
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao:
Mr. Lord:

On the 8th.

Will you be going to Germany?

Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: Yes. I 1ll be there [in Peking] to greet
Ambassador Bush. I will toast you (to Ambassador Bush).
Ambassador Bush:

I have a weak stomach, and can 1 t drink too much.

Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1 iao:
with beer.

Ambassador Bruce came to enjoy mao-t 1ai

(There was then some light discussion about the visit of the Fulbright
delegation to China, including Senator Humpln:-ey1 s late night swim in West
Lake at Hangchow.)
Ambassador Bush: These Congressmen must be confusing to you.
(Ch 1iao: Not very much.) They come back and argue among themselves
they loved the warm hospitality, the food, and then they come back and
argue about what they should have said.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 1iao: We are happy to have the opportunity to
meet American friends of different views.
(The Secretary re-enters the room.)
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Ambassador Huang: Ambassador Bruce is now in the United States?
met General Haig at the President's United Nation reception.
Secretary Kissinger: Yes. We will have a strong NATO team.
close personal friends [will represent us there].

I

Two

The President sends his warm regards to the Chairman and to yourself
[the Vice Foreign Minister]. He apologizes for interrupting me.
We had just reached the interesting legal question [before the telephone
call interruption] of how to have a defense treaty with a portion of a
country. This would be an interesting question for Ambassador Huang Hua
to present to the U.N.
It would call on all his subtlety. (Laughter)
Let me discuss our problem. We obviously can't-- our problem is how
to present a new relationship with you where we have not just abandoned
people who we have had a relationship with, for whatever reason -- to
ensure a peaceful transition. This was emphasized by Chairman Mao and
the Premier in our talks.
We have to keep in mind that what has distinguished our relationship from
that which we have with the Soviets is that there is no organized opposition.
There is no Senator Jackson on China policy. It is not in our interest with
respect to the hegemonial question to make our relationship controversial.
If it will, then it is best to defer [the issue of normalization] for a while.
This distinguishes us from Japan.
So there are two issues of principle: the nature of the office we will
maintain [in Taipei]; and the nature of the guarantee for a peaceful transition.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: On the question of a peaceful transition on
Taiwan, maybe your understanding is different than mine. In our view
these are two different problems: the Taiwan question and relations between
our two countries, and then our relations with Taiwan. Our idea is to
separate these two questions.
As for our relations with Taiwan, as
Chairman Mao said, the main idea is that we don't believe in the possibility
of a peaceful transition. But in our relations with the United States, that
is another question.
Talking about a peaceful transition, there are also two aspects. That is,
at present our [U.S.- PRC] relations, now you recognize Taiwan
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Secretary Kissinger:
That is why when our [domestic] transition
came, the President received the Chief of your Liaison Office, while
the Deputy Secretary of State received the Ambassador from Taiwan.
Vice Foreign
relations can
our relations
focal point in

Minister Ch'iao: I'm not finished. The transition in our
be smooth. But the possibility for a smooth transition in
with Taiwan is very small. I recall that this was the
your discussion with Chairman Mao.

Secretary Kissinger: But I recall that he said the transition [in PRC
relations with Taiwan] could take a hundred years --by then Bush will be
Secretary of State. (Laughter)
Let me sum up your points: The transition in U.S.- PRC relations will
go smoothly. As for the transformation of the form of government on
Taiwan, this will be over a long period. It does not have to occur
immediately, but it isn't likely to be smooth. Do I understand your
position correctly. (Ch'iao: Yes.)
Then why don't we consider these problems further, and then discuss
them in Peking.
There's one other question on which I wanted the Vice Foreign Minister's
views, Cambodia. You agree that we should postpone debate for a year?
(Ch'iao: We can't have our way.) I feel sorry for the Vice Foreign
Minister surrounded by so many small, intractable countries. He can only
have his way with the great powers. What would he do if a hundred Laotian
elephants headed north? (Laughter)
The Ambassador (Huang Hua) should take a vacation, visit his family. He
is so subtle that he cuts you but you don't know it until you have moved
your limb. (Laughter)
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Let's think of this problem another way.
Sooner or later the Lon Nol government will quit the stage. (There is
some discussion of how to best translate the Chinese phrase to "quit the
stage." The Secretary says there is no elegant way to translate the idea.
Everyone laughs.) That is to say, the U.N. debate is something that
neither of us can control. So if the GRUNK is admitted, Lon Nol will
be expelled. Why not let it happen?
It will pave the way for you in
solving this problem.
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Secretary Kissinger: Especially as there are not many royal governments in Peking nowadays.
What is your idea -- this is not a proposal -- in order to end the war in
Cambodia, to convene an Asian conference, including the People's
Republic, the United States, the Soviet Union, Japan, and Cambodia, to
solve the problem.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: At the present moment I don't see what
benefit such a conference would bring.
On this question, I'd go back and say that we have spent too much time
settling small old problems which are a legacy of the past. As for yourself, you spent so much energy on Vietnam and finally a settlement was
reached. Now there is Cambodia.
What I now say may turn out to be only empty words, but in my view the
final result [of the present situation in Cambodia] is clear; it is only a
matter of time. You see you solved the Vietnam question, and now only
Cambodia is there each year as an obstacle. So now this question is not
worthwhile, but it doesn't matter very much. Events have their own laws.
Mr. Solomon, didn't Fulbright raise this question?
Mr. Solomon:

No.

Ambassador Huang:

You discussed Vietnam with him.

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: I said [to Senator Fulbright] that your aid
[to Vietnam] was a mountain, while ours was a small hill. I told Fulbright
that on the whole we took a restrained attitude [toward the Vietnam
situation].
Secretary Kissinger: Our attitude is that we are prepared to restrict our
military aid to replacements.
We believe we should announce my trip to the People's Republic when I
return from India-- about November 8. I'll be in touch with the Ambassador.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: On these technical issues we don't have many
problems. I'll consult with my government [regarding the timing of your trip].
Secretary Kissinger:

Are there any questions I haven't raised?
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Our European relations are better than they were in April.

Secretary Kissinger: You said last time that we were too harsh on the
Europeans. Our relations are better.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: We have seen this. I think you remember
that Chairman Mao also wished that you remain longer in Japan.
Secretary Kissinger:

I never thought I'd hear him say that!

Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao: So we are glad to see that, in comparison
to April, you have improved your relations with Japan and with Europe.
You had talks with Heath?
Secretary Kissinger: Yes. He was very impressed with his trip to China.
I bought him a Chinese antique bowl as a present.
Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao:
elections]?

Do you think he will lose [the upcoming

Secretary Kissinger: I'm afraid so. We have particularly strong relations
with the Conservative leaders, although the Labor leaders are easy to get
along with on a day-to-day basiso
Vice Foreign Minister Ch 'iao: Many thanks for your hospitality this
evening. I can only reciprocate in Peking.
(At this point, 11:35 p. mo, the Chinese got up to depart. They were
escorted to the elevator by the Secretary and the other American participants where final farewells were expressed.)
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Your Meeting with Chiao Kuan-hua
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The Setting
This meeting will serve both as the first extensive
conversation with the Chinese since your dinner with
Teng Hsiao-ping and Chiao Kuan-hua last April and as a
prelude to your late November trip to Peking. Since April
you have met periodically with Ambassador Huang Chen but
as -is customary these-have generally been one-sided talks,
with your outlining our views on various issues or briefing
the Chinese-on our diplomatic activities. On this occasion,
Chiao will serve as an authoritative and direct channel
back to the Chairman and the leadership.
He should be
prepared to speak authoritatively both on our bilateral
relations and on third country issues around the globe,
althoug~as he and other Chinese have indicated, they are
essentially waiting to- hear --from-us on our bilat.eral rela- tionship.
Following are the main events or trends that have taken
place since your April talks:
President Ford has replaced President Nixo~.and he
and you have affirmed through messages and in meetings with
Ambassador-Huang the -eontinuit.¥- _of _ our policy. Nevertheless,
the Chinese will be sensitive to any shifts or different
nuances in our positions. The President has strongly
reaffirmed your own crucial role and his confidence in you,
but the Chinese may have noted that there has been some
domestic criticism of your role.
The domestic turmoil in China has calmed down, at
least for the t1me be1ng.
It would appear that the campaign
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is not going to get out of control or fundamentally reorient Chinese policy: and there is some speculation
that the Chinese may be preparing to hold their often
delayed National People's Congress to fill key government positions. At the same time Chou's declining health,
and perhaps other factors, have.clearly circumscribed his
role; it now seems unlikely that he will resume the role
he played between 1970 and 1973 in the development of our
relationship. This decline was previewed in your November
trip, with Mao playing a much more central role and Chou
a more tactical one than ever before, and it was reconfirmed
in your April dinner when the Chinese never once mentioned
Chou's name. Those who are taking up the slack, such as
Teng Hsiao-ping and Li Hsien-nien, are Chou's lieutenants;
and ·well-disposed officials identified with Chairman Mao -Wang Hai-jung, his grand niece, and Nancy Tang -- have
assumed key American policy positions in the Foreign Ministry.
Nevertheless, Chou's condition and the political uncertainties underline that the succession problem is looming
ever larger. This cannot but help create some uncertainties
in our relationship.
·
On Taiwan, Chinese officials have been consistently
playing the twin themes of patience on Taiwan's reintegration
and firmness on the nature of bilateral relations with us •.
Teng, Chiao, and others have been saying to visiting congressmen and other audiences that they can wait 100 years if
necessary to reincorporate Taiwan, while seriously questioning
·the ·possibility of pe~ceful -liberation- (themes· previewedby--Mao~last November.).::: Thesa.::statements~.notwiths±andirig,
they do -expect movement on "normalization .... !' -They- indicatethat further progress in such areas as trade and exchanges
must await diplomatic relations (they do this to preserve
leverage on us); that. we must follow the Japan model (though
presumably there is-some elbow room here given the differences
between Japan and ourselves and our additional leverage);
and- that what we do with--issues such as our Defense .Treaty
is our problem.
Bilateral relations on day-to-day matters have
moved along moderately well, but have not been trouble7
free. The exchange program has proceeded approximately
as agreed during your November 1973 trip, although it
appears that the Chinese will not carry through on two
of the agreed exchanges, and we have had to postpone a
Chinese performing group--because: of--a conflict with a
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. long-scheduled tour by a performing group from Taiwan.
National Committee on US-China Relations is particu- larly concerned by what seems to be an uncooperative
Chinese attitude, and there is growing evidence that the
PRC will increasingly use the US-China Friendship Associations. as a 11 Chosen- instrument 11 for arranging for
~-various American groups to visit the PRC.
Trade continues
~:to grow, and~may reach about a billion dollars in 1974,
~~still imbalanced-about 10 to 1 in our favor.
However,
:~there.are also problems here, resulting from our controls
;-on_~xport of ferro~~::...scrap, from PRC refusal to recognize
::-_officially:-ou~ ~I;"equi-~~ents for end-use information on
:items iequirfng export licenses, and from impurities
:_which the Chinese have found in grain shipments. There
=~has~been no movement on the blocked assets/private claims
---issue since the PRC' s harsh rejection in June of our last
-~proposals • . We still have occasional visa problems, although
~;recently the-Chinese _gave a visa to one of our political
::o~frcers in Hong Ko~g t9 visit Peking for consultation
.::witli ;us~o -- =the f-irst -such visa in 1974. The PRC tightly
~~·controls access-USLo' by Chinese who wish to apply for
-··visas or- passports. In short, while there are no critical
prob_l,_ems, there _are _i_ssues and assymetries _which are
_-troublesome-:.~ __ ·:::._:__- -~_The
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~-~: _-- ::....;..:-. _~he Chinese remain as hostile to the Soviet Union
_:is;.s --=-ever._~ But they. now strongly emphasize the --theme---that
c')::jl._e-::·real Sc)vi·et~-thieat·.is. to .the.. West.and.not to them,
~ppl.n.t.ing::- ou~ .tli~tt--~3/.4 of -th~ :Soviet troops= ar~·dep±eyed' -=-~
.-toward tne-west,-and that there-are-not~eneugh on the Sino~:Soviet- border to pre.sent a real threat to China. There is
_:)l_ndoubtedly some gamesmanship here -since the- Chinese know
.:~full- well that the Soviet danger is our single greatest lever
~~-.l.n= )?eking. -At. the- same time they may believe that we are
:§talled.inour relations with the Soviet Union, given such
:racEors as: ±he- less- than spectacular--June 1974 summi-t, the
:lack~ of- p:rogr~ss=~n~c!;~ch negotiations as SALT, MBFR, and
~~SCE~ and tne_challenge to detente in this country.
Never--Eheless-thei will remain sensitive to US/Soviet cooperation
and w;i.ll:: ·wantc to know_ what we are up to in your October trip
..,..and:
FOrd•
meetings.
.. - :::.. President
--- - &sUbsequent
~

,_.

-·
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:~-=-~.:--'-=~·_=:Tfi~~tfiifi~se- were making tentative moves toward
:better-relations with India in the wake of the Simla process,
~ut.:.this seems. to-have been-cut short by the Indian nuclear
~test~{and-Pakist~n;~_~eactions)
-and Indian-annexation of
_______ -· _--: -- -· ------- - ;,....
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Sikkhim. The Chinese continue to believe that wedo not
support Pakistan sufficiently, especially in military
aid, and will be·interested in your forthcoming trip to
the Subcontinent.
The Chinese have welcomed U-.:-S. :_dipiomatic: activity
in the Middle East and the concurrent erosion crt 'soViet-- - ~ ~
influence. Nevertheless they may bef beginning- to wonder
ju_s-t_ how much further we will be -abl~--t:q.:ca_i~y forward
_
tl'!is process, given the i'ncreasingi'n.tr~_ctc.d?:i'lity·~of·tne--~
n~got;_iating issues.
- o __
_:c;__
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The· Chinese have conclude~a c:ivi~~viati-on -agreement with the Japanese and continue to stress the importance
of our maintaining good relations with Tokyo.; - -TJ:iey al-so- lo<;>m as an important oil exporter to the· Japanese which ··w;~l_give-them more leverage-in the-soviet-Chinese-Japarieset~~~IJ.gle.
They.will be interested iiJ.:P~e.sic!_ent Ford's tr~p to Japan._
--~~ _ -: __ --:-~--~:::.~~- ~==~~ -:~·~~.=-:::-:::=-~~--
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the -u~ited::.Natiorts··t.li$ 7 ciliiie~-e~are:.-confinuirig
tO:•Sound-the·theme Of solidarity-with the-third world-:._:.:._
against the two super'powers as they have been ~n other
forums. This may partly be a reflection of their domestic
struggle as well as their-calculation th~t gver the long
t~~m-= the third world can provide some·· i;:oui1terweigh~.:...-:.. =-:_
Sqy~et .des~gns.- Peking might see "increased_:-pot~ntial--intb~ .:...~l}~~d world .op.tion when · th~y :-~view.~ the_ tr~mendous..c-impact.
o3-bu.!~., ~E~rope-,- and .Japan- of._ the.:::oil ~producers ~-.::~pressures~_
B~t'-'-they- -care-. no~--dollbt"' worried ~-~t;'~~~§;~~::-time..-:-~hat~~ thiS-.:-~
w~~~~TI-:i.ng _9f !-!1~. West-'- will only s¢rv~=- P9Vi~t~·purpos~s;= = :. =
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To preview your forthcoming trip to Pekin~,
most particularly discussions on Taiwan and normal1zation of relations. In making a general presentation,
you will warit to indicate that we are giving serious
thought to those issues and will be prepared to talk
concr~tely in Peking about moving ahead, but that there
are genuine difficulties. You should try to -create some
elbow rornrr· for the more detailed talks later by outlining
some of" our problems (especially on the security side)
wbTqh .it is in tneir interest to recognize and help
a)J:ev:rate.-. T~e.y have been citing the. Japan model and
ourvllsiting ·congressmen have not really raised our
potential difficulties in the normalization process.
You wilL want to leave the Chinese with the message that
they must show ~some flexibility, both in order to handle
o~ .dcimestic situation and to insure . that Taiwan does not
make drastic moves toward independence or turn toward
the~iet Uni_
o n. At the same time you don't want to
le-ave .any .rmpression- that we are backing away from any
o"f -o-ur- ·commitments.

-~ = ~~

To- emphasiz~

that it is in neither of our countries~
or-eonflicts ·heightened-- in .third
~s - ~hich might affect our bilateral relations, especially
~Asia.
:rn· particular, you should make our pitch on a
cambodian Peace Conference and press them for a response to
Q.W: .-l9.-test. .suggest1ons on the Korean United Nations Command
~e£~ts

.to.. _see

iSs£e:-: :.; : ~-- =~ :.:::

-tensions ~

::-_;.~-

; :: _ : :-:: = .-. ·T"ii-91v~-·-thein a ..rundown _-on-~ the ~~speqt-s::.-.£or-::-t>~r- (e1.a_t;fans. \iitli- Mo~scaw·, - including~he-c-forthcomin~t-.~trips ·-an~ the various negotiations.

To · give them the customary briefing on other third
co-~itry- areas, including the . Middle · EaSt and Cyerus, as well as pravi~wi~g
.yo~ forthcoming trip to South As1a and Iran •
. ~-::--~ - -- ----- -.
~~ ~= ~:. ..

obJ~C ~-~~~ ~~ ~~: : ~

Appro~ch

to the Meeting

~;.-: ~b~1.1:~t="e.· f~~- ·could structure the meeting along
tbe ToTlowlng. li.n es: .

.,.,___· . -~

~toab1ish early· in the meeting the essential con-

t~~ty .or · p~ _ geopolitical approach under Ford-Kissinger.
IQ:Jj~:-i.~~s·:_c~\il~i-.!l~lude · ~ur attitude -toward- the- Soviet Union-,-·

~
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the Middle East, South Asia, our alliances with Europe
and Japan, and our strong ·a.e·fense posture.
Then lead 1nto general Taiwan/normalization of
relations discussion stating that in fhis global context
the improvement in US-China- relations clearly serves· the
interests of both sides-1 we have progressed to date because
of vision on bot_?- si_des_j an5i_ J~_e iAtend to do what we said
we would. After .this- general discussion of our desire
to. proceed as halt, yo·u. .w ould ·then o~tline some of our
considerations and problems -that have to be taken into
_account. (See TAB A).. __ -- = ·;· -:. :- _:._

f

t
t

After thrs discussion,-·th\18- setting a framework
for more explicit talks in Peking, move on to Korea,
-asking for their reaction to our latest proposal. (See ·
~ TAB B) •
- - ==-~
_:. _ _-_~ _ __: __
See TAB

- - - - -: .: :. =-- -= :.. -~ . .
Then . maka· a _ pltch~ on- a Cambodian

__:--:~~ -

C)._ ~

-----

- ---

I

peace conference.

_-- - Then, -time - permit~ing, p-~cJC~_JlP any- third area-or
C?untry issues not. yet covered~--- -_ :- -

--- The record .of-your taik-:.w~i;h _ C~iao and Teng last
·o. - = - - . --==- --- --April
- ---·-is at . TAB
-- -----------._ --=- =-·- .... -
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NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS, AND THE TAIWAN ISSUE

General Background
Your past discussions with Chinese leaders have n:>w brought both
sides to the point where negotiating terms for normalization is the
major remaining issue in our bilateral relations. Former President
Nixon and yourself indicated to senior PRC officials on a nuznber of
occasions that we would work to achieve a fully normalized relationship by mid-1976 at the latest; and you have reiterated to second rank
officials on several instances since your November, 1973 trip to
Peking that you were prepared to explore with them ways in which the
U.S. could "confirm the principle of one China" as the basis for
normalization.
To this mood of expectancy has now been added President Ford's
private and public reaffirmations in early August of Mr. Nixon's
previous assurances, his expression of interest in having you visit
China by the end of this year in order to "chart in specific terms the
future course of our bilateral relations, " and his stress on the
priority he attaches to "accelerating the normalization process. " In
addition, there was your own message to the Chinese on August 15,
when you raised the possibility of an early September trip, in which
you indicated that by November "we would be prepared to talk in concrete terms about carrying out the process of normalizing our relations. "
While you should not feel totally boxed in by these past statements, it
is clear that the Chinese side will be expecting some form of discussion
on next steps toward normalization -- in November if not during the
October 2 meeting --and that to delay discussing the issue will raise
serious questions in Peking about the credibility of our word and
constancy of purpose.
The problem we face in pacing negotiations designed to consummate
the normalization process is to balance off our.domestic political requirements (which we will not describe here), and our international
obligations, with the factors on the PRC side which imply the desirability of moving with dispatch rather than delay in normalizing
relations
even from the point of view of our own interests. Primary
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among these considerations is the value to us of invoking the authority
of Chairman Mao (and to the extent that his health permits, that of
Premier Chou) in legitimizing any mutually acceptable normalization
agreement, now and for his successors. This will be the most effective way of institutionalizing our new relationship at a time when
the succession process in China will impart uncertainty to controversial policies and political relationships. With the death or incapacitation of the 81-year -old Mao, authority in Peking is almost certain
to diffuse, and the ability of the elite to reach difficult agreements could
very well stall to the point of immobilism -- at least on a normalization
deal which· would meet our political requirements. Should the Chairman
pass from the scene in the next year or two, it seems possible that
severaladditional years would be required before a leader or collective decisionmaking group would emerge with sufficient authority to be able to negotiate
an acceptable normalization agreement. Thus, if our domestic
political considerations permit, we believe it highly desirable to move
with decisiveness over the next six months to try to reach a normalization agreement (even if its full implementation might not be realized
until the first hali of 1976).
We would not rule out the possibility, however, of a stalemate developing during your next trip to Peking. Indeed, it may require a
temporary deadlock on an issue like the future security of Taiwan to
convince the Chinese of the reality of our intention to take into account
existing American interests and political constraints. For tactical
reasons we may have to face them with the prospect of a stalling of
the normalization process to give Mao and others the leverage necessary to bring any opposition into line.*
From this perspective, your October meeting at the U.N. with Vice
Foreign Minister Ch'iao --a man who can be counted upon to convey
your ideas to the Chairman with the same accuracy and degree of
sympathy we could expect of the Premier (a judgment we cannot be
R
v'V
certain would hold for Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-p'ing) -- will give

u

*

We realize that in bringing the issue of a normalization agreement
to a head we will be subjecting a leadership already divided by
internal issues to a substantial additional strain. We have no way
of accurately estimating the balance of political forces in Peking,
or the range of sentiments on issues related to normalization. We
are convinced, however, that a Mao committed to institutionalizing
a new relationship with the U.S. (as part of an anti-Soviet foreign
policy) is as likely to be able to build a consensus behind an agreement with us as anyone.
-l!OP SECRET/SENSITIVE/EXCLUSIVELY EYES ONLY
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you an opportunity to lay the groundwork for a detailed discussion of
a normalization agreement during your next visit to Peking (hopefully
with Chairman Mao directly). In this regard, the talking points
which follow these introductory conunents are designed to:
-- Reassure the Chinese that we intend to follow through on
normalization, am spell out your general philosophy regarding our
future relations.
-- Indicate in general terms a willingness to normalize on the
"Japanese pattern" as long as certain issues which are unique to our
relationship -- particularly regarding security affairs -- are handled
adequately in terms of our domestic and international requirements.
-- Spell out a number of the domestic and foreign problems
which will constrain us in working out an agreement.

What the Chinese Expect in a Normalization Agreement
As additional background for your discussions with Ch'iao, we summarize the main lines of your past discussions with the Chinese as they
relate to normalization, as well as official PRC statements on this
question. [In addition, we outline, at Tab I, the major issues which
must be addressed in a normalization agreement, and suggest two
package approaches by which they could be presented to the Chinese.
A full statement of one or another of these packages to the Chinese,
however, should await your next trip to Peking. By then we will have
completed a number of technical studies related to such questions as
our security assistance to the ROC, our remaining military and intelligence presence on Taiwan, and the virtues and limitations of various
forms of a remnant official U.S. presence in Taipei.]
Peking's present orientation toward the normalization of relations has
grown from a relatively unstructured position first expressed in the
February, 1970 Warsaw discussions, where it was noted that efforts
on both sides were required to 11 create the conditions" which would
facilitate resolution of the critical question of Taiwan -- the core issue
affecting normalization. The terms which PRC leaders now indicate
are essential to establishment of diplomatic relations are based in
part on the precedents set by their successful efforts of the past four
years to expand the number of states according them legal recognition,
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and also have evolved in response to the Administration's indications
of the political conditions it is prepared to accept.
Our conditions were expressed in your 1971 talks in Peking, and
reiterated by President Nixon in February, 1972 as five basic ground
rules he was willing to follow in seeking normalized U.S.- PRC
relations: acceptance of the principle of one China, and that Taiwan
is part of China; non- support for any Taiwan independence movement;
opposition to third countries moving to establish hegemony over the
island; support for a peaceful resolution of the Taiwan issue, and
opposition to military action from the island against the PRC; and a
commitment to work toward the normalization of relations by 1976
in the context of the first four principles.
Subsequent to the President's trip, during your February, 1973 discussions with Premier Chou, you suggested in a rather tentative way
that we would be prepared to move to something like the Japanese
solution, but that we had not yet worked out the details. Chinese
officials subsequently picked up your remark, and have now hardened
it -- although without spelling out details -- into their basic condition
for full normalization.

I

~·
I

The most explicit and authoritative statement of Peking's terms for
full normalization was conveyed to you by Chairman Mao last November.
'The Chairman cryptically worked up to the subject by noting that the
U.S. had established diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union without
the Russians demanding as a precondition the abolition of the Washington embassies of the Baltic states. [It is conceivable that the Chairman
conceptualized an arrangement whereby the ROC would retain an
11
embassy 11 in the U.S., even while we moved our ambassador from
Taipei to Peking. You may want to explore the meaning of this remark
more explicitly with Mao, although we do not see any particular
advantage to us in a 11 Baltic 11 solution.]
'The Chairman then explicitly stated that as long as the U.S. severs
diplomatic relations with Taiwan -- as did the Japanese -- it will be
possible for the U.S. and PRC to solve the issue of establishing diplomatic relations. He urged that we separate the question of U.S.- PRC
diplomatic relations from Peking's dealings with Taiwan, which he
observed are very complex. He commented to Premier Chou that he
personally didn't believe in the possibility of a 11peaceful transition 11
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for Taiwan, observing that the leaders on the island are a bunch of
counter-revolutionaries unlikely to cooperate with Peking. He commented that the PRC could "do without Taiwan" for a hundred years,
but added that the establishment of U.S.- PRC relations need not take
that long. Then, probably to blunt any impression that Peking might
be anxious to move rapidly on the recognition question (and thus would
be willing to reach an agreement with us on unusually accommodating
terms), the Chairman concluded that formal diplomatic relations were
not all that necessary for the PRC, and that they would not rush us on
this issue; He commented that the Liaison Office pattern gave our
two countries adequate contact, although if the U.S. felt the need to
establish diplomatic relations then the PRC is ready to move.
In recent months, PRC leaders have reiterated and stiffened their
assertion that the Japanese solution is the approach the U.S. must
take in solving the question establishing diplomatic relations. Vice
Foreign Minister Ch'iao Kuan-hua commented to you on April 14 that
the Japanese pattern of normalization is the "only possible" way to
solve the recognition issue. [On April 4 he had warned .Ambassador
Bruce that the U.S. should "not go too far" in such dealings with
Taiwan as the Leonard Unger appointment and the opening of new ROC
consulates. He implied that these developments had caused domestic
political complications in the PRC. Ch' iao then restated Mao's
November remarks that resolution of the Taiwan question would probably be by force but this could take as long as a hundred years.] Vice
Premier Teng Hsiao-p'ing told Edward Heath in late May that although
some people in the U.S. might like to sustain formal relations with
Taiwan even as they established a normalized relationship with Peking,
this approach "will not work. " Teng again emphasized the Japanese
mo~e~ as the approac!J. the U.S. _I?ust ta_ke.
The Vice Premier has
differed with both Mao and Ch'iao, however, on the "peaceful liberation"
i.ssue·~- In late March he tol~ a group_oLAustrian parliamentarians
~-FORD
that "we hope for a peaceful liberation; we believe in a peaceful
._...,<:>
<;~
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gressional delegation in early September that Taiwan remains the
major obstacle to normalization, that if the U.S. wants further progress
iti bilateral relations it will be necessary to break formal relations with
Taiwan on the Japanese pattern, and that the U.S. treaty commitment
to Taiwan is something "the U.S. will have to decide what to do about."
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When asked about the prospects for a negotiated resolution of the
differences between Peking and Taipei, Ch 1 iao bluntly stated that
while peaceful reunification might be desirable, his government
considered it an impossibility. He added, however, that the PRC
is patient on this issue and is prepared to wait as long as a hundred
years. Ch 1iao reviewed the past history of U.S. efforts to get his
government to commit itself to peaceful solution of the Taiwan question and noted that the PRC had always refused to do so because it is
an internal affair. (He did not, however, explicitly rule out the
possibility of some future authoritative expression of intent regarding
a peaceful liberation, although this can certainly be read into his
comments.)
This apparent stiffening of Chinese terms regarding normalization
may be related in part to internal political pressures surrounding the
now-flagging anti-Lin Piao/Confucius campaign. Such pressures seem
to have heightened the negative reaction to Leonard Unger r s appointment and the opening of the two new ROC consulates earlier this year.
As we detailed in our memo of May 24, there have been a number of
indirect indications since late February that the PRC has wanted us to
move with greater rapidity on the Taiwan question, perhaps in order
to take pressure off of Premier Chou. In addition, the late April demand that the Marine guard be removed from USLO, and the June 14
withdrawal of Chou 1 s November, 1973 offer for a settlement of one major
_issue of the private claims question --with its sharp language about
rrunreasonable demandsrr and rrlack of sincerityrr on the U.S. side-can be read as indirect indicators of asperity in Peking regarding our
lack of movement toward normalization on the Chairman 1 s terms. ·At
_the same time, <ll1iao1s apparently intransigent attitude on normalization
issues and these other indicators of tension in Peking regarding our
. Felationship can also be read as a negotiating ploy designed to make
._~s assume our range of options on an agreement is now narrowly cir. ~umscribed by the ••Japanese model. 11
In contrast to these privately communicated indicators of Peking 1 s
ter~s for normalization, what is the PRC 1 s position in the public .record? The Chinese statement in the Shanghai Commun.ique regarding
solution of the Taiwan question explicitly includes the following points:
--Recognition that the PRC is the rrsole legal government of China.
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-- Acceptance of Taiwan as a province of China "which has long
been returned to the motherland. "

f

-- Recognition that the liberation of Taiwan is China 1 s internal
affair in which no other country has the right to interfere.
~

II

from-~:!~::awal

~~

of "all U.S. forces and military installations"

u

In addition, the statement expresses PRC opposition to any activities
which would create "one China, one Taiwan," "one China, two governments," "two Chinas," and an "independent Taiwan," or advocacy of
the position that "the status of Taiwan remains to be determined."

!

;

f

"
I

i

Subsequent to this formulation, the Chinese side -- stimulated by
your indication during the November, 1973 trip of a willingness to
move more rapidly toward establishment of diplomatic relations if
some flexible formula agreeable to both sides could be found -inserted into the trip com.m.unique the simplified statement that "normalization of relations between the U.S. and China can be realized only
on the basis of confirming the principle of one China. " This seemed to
imply a simplification and greater flexibility in the terms they would
require for an agreement. Specifically, this statement can be read to
mean that as long as we formally declare the position that Taiwan is an
inalienable part of China, Peking is willing to establish formal diplomatic relations with the U.S. without gaining physical control of the
island. This, of course, has been suggested by Mao in his "we can
wait a hundred years" comment. The statement also implies that
Peking will not object to a continuing if informal U.S. relationships
with the island, as our presence presumably would help to "hold"
Taiwan to the mainland because of our new relationship with the PRC.
-

----

---------~---- ·------~

--

- - - - -·----- -----

What does the above combination of private and public statements
regarding normalization of U.S.- PRC relations and the Taiwan
question now add up to? Somewhat overstating the differences between
the Shanghai Communique and the November, 1973 communique, we
note that the "sole legal government" criterion was not reiterated
(although we would not read too much into this), and neither was the
explicit reference to Taiwan 1 s liberation being exclusively an internal
affair -- suggesting the possibility of PRC openness regarding the
U.S. playing some form of middle-man role in talks between Peking
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and Taipei. In addition, the November, 1973 document makes no
reference to the withdrawal of U.S. forces and military installations
from Taiwan (perhaps reflecting general PRC satisfaction with our
performance on this issue to date, or some flexibility about a residual
MAAG/TDC or intelligence cadre presence, presumably as a ''holding"
presence to limit ROC anxieties and reduce the probabilities of Taipei
turning toward either the independence or Soviet options).
Is the Japanese solution applicable to U.S.- PRC normalization? If
by this precedent Peking means a clean break in diplomatic relations
with Taipei, yet maintenance of informal trade, political and social
ties with the island, there is a pattern which at least we are confident
is Peking's preference. Our relations with Peking are not the same as
Japan 1 s, however. Not only does our strategic position vis-a-vis the
Soviets constitute the basis for a security relationship voith Peking which is not
present in the case of the Japanese (and which has provided the political
leverage in our dealings with the PRC thus far), there are also the conflicting elements of the American defense commitment to the ROC and,
more generally, our security presence in East Asia --issues which
relate to the ''liberation 11 of Taiwan. Thus, our interests and the
reasons for Peking dealing with us should be reflected in our future
relationship, and in a manner that is not merely a replica of the
Japanese pattern.
In particular, how might the question of our defense commitment to the
ROC be reflected in a normalization agreement? As noted above,
Chairman Mao remarkeq to you that he did not believe in a ''peaceful
transition 11 for Taiwan but was prepared to wait for a hundred years.
Ch'iao Kuan-hua restated this line to Ambassador Bruce as ''the resolution of the Taiwan question would probably be by force, but it could take
as long as a hundred years." He recently reiterated essentially the
same view to the Fulbright delegation. In contrast, however, Premier
Chou indicated to you privately in February, 1973 that the PRC had no
plans "at the moment'' to 11 liberate- Taiwan by force'; and he had-previously told both you and the President that Peking "will strive for
peaceful liberation-'' -- a formulation which had been used publicly by
the Premier in the 1955-56 period. As well, Vice Premier Teng
Hsiao-p'ing has made a number of positive statements in the past two
years about the desire for a 11 peaceful liberation. 11
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What does all this add up to? We see no major difficulty in solving
the question of Taiwan's status and the is sues of diplomatic relations
with Peking and a residual form of representation in Taiwan roughly
on the Japanese pattern (although we do have reason to believe we
will be able to retain a more formal level of representation in Taipei
than was the case with Japan). The major issue in resolving our
differences with Peking centers on a mutually acceptable way of
handling the question of Taiwan's security. The core of our problem
is that once we withdraw recognition from the ROC as a separate
state and recognize the PRC as the legal government of China, there
will remain .no basis in international law for continuing to defend Taiwan, which we will have recognized is just a province of China.
We see three possible approaches to solving this problem. The first
would preserve some legal basis for defending Taiwan if Peking resorted to force, the latter two do not. This is the basic political
choice which will underlie a negotiating approach and Peking's response.
The first approach would involve a joint public statement at the time of
normalization which committed both sides not only to support the
"peaceful integration" of Taiwan with the mainland but also to ensure
that there would be no threat or use of force against the island. (This
approach would provide at least a plausible legal basis for asserting
the right of the U.S. to defend Taiwan if it was threatened from the
mainland.) A second approach would be a unilateral PRC statement
of intent to strive for the peaceful integration of Taiwan into the mainland as long as the authorities on the island neither took the route of
independence nor invited in another outside power to protect them.
(This approach, by leaving the least residual U.S. "tail" on the island,
would provide the best basis for our future relations with Peking; but
it would involve taking the PRC at its word that it would not resort to
the use of force against the island -- a position which would obviously
hold political difficulties for us both domestically and in our other
international security relationships.) A third approach, if Peking
p-roved unwilling to provide any public statement of intent regarding
"peaceful integration," would be for the U.S. to make a unilateral
statement of intent to the effe-ct that if force were used against
Taiwan we would have to re-evaluate our entire relationship with the
PRC. At the same time we would sustain active measures to maintain
the self-defense capability of the island through a cash military sales
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program. (This approach would, of course, leave our "normal"
relationship with the PRC vulnerable to Peking's domestic political
uncertainties given our continuing defense relationship with Taiwan,
and would not provide even a symbolic basis for some future U. S.
action in defense of the island if Peking tried to "liberate" it by
force.)
These three approaches to solving the key problem in a normalization
agreement, and related issues, are explored in greater detail at
Tab I. In terms of your meeting with Vice Foreign Minister Ch'iao,
we have written the following talking points so that they do not foreclose your options on the critical security is sue. At the same time
they convey to the Chinese a sense that we are willing to follow
through to a fully normalized relationship on schedule if our domestic
and international political requirements can be adequately accounted
for. Thus, we view the Ch'iao dinner as the first step in a process -which might stall in November -- toward negotiating a normalization
agreement which would "confirm the principle of one China."

(Talking points follow on the next page. )

~p
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Talking Points
The major issue I want to discuss in detail in Peking in
November is how we can move to complete the normalization
process. Let me again emphasize, as President Ford did in
his letter to Chairman Mao of August 9, that the U.S. Presidential transition has not affected our intention to complete the
normalization process by 1976. The fact that the new President
will run for office in 1976 may cause us some problems, but we
intend to hold to Mr. Nixon•s time schedule, or perhaps even
move a bit more rapidly if mutual agreement on an arrangement
makes it possible. Mr. Ford holds to the position on Taiwan
which Mr. Nixon and I expressed to the Chairman and Premier
on a number of occasions. When I come to Peking I will be prepared to discuss in more detail the elements of a comprehensive
normalization agreement, and the specific steps that will be
required to implement it.
At this point I want to talk about three aspects of this question:
The general philosophy which has shaped our approach to full
normalization; the general outlines of an agreement which would
"confirm the principle of one China" -- as you expressed it in the
communique after my November, 1973 visit; and some of the
problems we must contend with on our side in consummating the
normalization process.
Let me begin with the philosophical perspective.
•

We believe that the new relationship established between
our countries, as expressed in the Shanghai Communique,
is in the interests of both our peoples, and has initiated
what could become a major turning point in the international
relations of this century. We want to normalize in a manner
which will transform this still rather personalized and
fragile beginning into an institutionalized tie that will endure
despite changes in leadership on either side.

•

We believe that our own recent leadership transition, and
what we are now going to try to do to complete the normalization process, is proof of the durability of our China policy.
You should have no illusion that Mr. Nixon resigned as a
result of pressures on him because of his foreign policy.
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I would be less than frank, however, if I did not indicate
to you that some people are telling me they are concerned
about the longer-run prospects for Chairman Mao's current policy towards us. They tell me they see signs of
debate in China on defense and foreign policy issues; that
there are people who question the Chairman 1 s policy of
"establishing relations with distant states and criticizing
neighboring ones. " They tell me people are being criticized
in the press for thinking that "the foreigner's moon is
rounder than the Chinese moon, 11 and they wonder if there
are not forces in China who would rather not have contact
with the U.S.
These people, in short, tell me they are
not certain that the successor generation will hold to Chairman Mao's far-sighted policies with respect to the U.S.
I don't know whether these questions are valid or not. They
obviously are related to your internal affairs, which we do
not get into. But I want you to understand frankly that I
must contend with these kinds of arguments. For example,
when Vice Premier Teng told the Fulbright Congressional
delegation that China feels more at ease with the U.S. "for
the foreseeable future," this made several members of the
group wonder just how long this "foreseeable future" might
be. One delegate told me that he is concerned that normalization is nothing more than a ploy to get back Taiwan. We
know you are more far-sighted than this, but when the time
comes for us to try to sell an agreement to the Congress,
these are some of the questions I will have to answer.
For our part, we want to reach the kind of normalization
agreement which will stand the test of time and the strains
of leadership changes, and will be in the long-run interests
of both our peoples.

!
'i'

•

-TO~

We know full well that normalization will require finding a
mutually acceptable resolution of the Taiwan question. We
appreciate that you see this as an internal issue, and we
believe that by our military withdrawals -- which will
continue -- we have demonstrated our firm intention to fully
set the island aside as an obstacle between us. We hope to
leave the Taiwan issue as a matter for the Chinese people to
. resolve peacefully by themselves -- as the Shanghai
Communique states.
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At the same time, as Chairman Mao has said, our relationship is based on international realities, and we must
frankly recognize that the manner in which we set the Taiwan
question aside will have .important implications for our other
international relations, many of which also affect your
interests.
Let me just give as two examples Japan and Korea. We
believe that the actions of our two countries with respect
t~ Japan over the past few years have done much to avoid
the problems which the Premier raised with me during our
talks in 1971. You have moved with both foresight and skill
in dealing with the Japanese in such a way that they are
neither driven toward remilitarization nor to a relationship
with the Soviets. I would only say at this point that the manner in which we deal with our present security commitment
to Taiwan will have a significant effect on whether the trend
of the past three years in Japan's behavior will continue.
Regarding Korea, we believe that we have shown flexibility
and a willingness to reconsider old positions. Our two
countries have worked well together to make the evolution
of the situation on the Korean peninsula, particularly as it
is reflected in the U.N. , a positive affair. Thus far we
have avoided Korea becoming an issue between us in the
U.N.
But I must say frankly that we still have our doubts
about the intentions of Pyongyang. I won't go into the history
of how our own problems began over Korea, but I can say
that we do not want that history to repeat itself -- for its
impact on Japan as well as for its possible effect on our
relations. Therefore, we will do nothing that might give
the North Koreans the impression that our defense commitment
to the South is a dead letter -- whether our troop presence in
Korea is further reduced or not. Thus, we will have to consider very carefully how the solution of the Taiwan question
will affect the way other states perceive the reliability of
our defense commitments.
I probably need not add that it would be in neither of our
interests to see any one of these states turn toward the
Soviets because they felt we were an undependable element
in their security affairs. Moreover, we will do nothing
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which might raise doubts in the minds of your friends
to the North about our constancy of purpose and intention
to respond when challenged. This is in your interest as
well as our own.
•

I might also make one general observation about likely
Congressional reaction to normalization as it relates to
foreign policy concerns. As I have told the Premier on
a number of occasions, we have to wage a continuing
struggle against isolationist sentiments, particularly in
the Senate. We believe in general we can cope with the
pressures for troop withdrawals, although until the current
economic situation is sorted out we will have added problems.
I must say frankly, however, that some of the Congressmen
who recently returned from China were disturbed about one
aspect of your foreign policy orientation. On the one hand
you stressed to them the continuing Soviet threat to the
U.S., and indicated that you were relaxed about our troop
presence in Europe and Asia. On the other hand, however,
they noted your attacks on "U.S. imperialism. 11 Several
Congressmen commented to me on the high level receptions
your government was according visiting chiefs of state from
Togo and Nigeria during their own visit. These are countries with populations smaller· than many of the states the Congressmen represent, and of course their role in the world's
;security equation is not that of our own. One delegate said to me
"The Chinese want to have their cake and eat it too. They
want the U.S. to ease their security burden by countering
the Soviets around the world through our troop presence;
yet they also attack us as 'imperialists' and are building a
coalition against us in the 'third world. '"
Let me say that we are less bothered by this than some of
the Congressmen. We understand that you are not working
against us in the so-called third world, but against the
Russians. At the same time, however, when the time
comes for us to explain a normalization agreement to the
Congress, this argument will come up.

•

Regarding our internal situation, I feel that on the whole the
groundwork has been laid reasonably well since President
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Nixon's trip to Peking IIfor full normalization. The
positive "China mood has been sustained remarkably
well, and this will help in dealing with the difficult
issues we now face. I must tell you frankly, however,
that we will have a very difficult problem on the question
of Taiwan's future security. I£ it appeared that we were
abandoning the island to a violent fate our whole foreign
policy would come under attack in the Congress. As you
know, Senator Jackson, who called for early recognition
when he returned from Peking, also said he believes that
as honorable people we cannot eliminate our defense
treaty with Taiwan. We want to be more flexible than the
Senator, but it will require some help from your side. I
told the Premier and yourself on a number of occasions
when we were drafting the Shanghai Communique, that a
unilateral statement on your part expressing a commitment
to solve the Taiwan question peacefully-- as long as the
island does not do anything which would make a peaceful
solution impossible -- would be a great help to us. I can
make a more specific suggestion along this line of thinking
in November if you wish.

'
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[An optional point:
•

Finally, let me just make one additional comment about our
effort to reach a normalization agreement with you. During
the past two decades our experience with the Soviets after
World War II led many people to say that any agreement
reached with a Commnnist government was worthless because they would repudiate it as soon as they found it
expedient to do so. From your own comments to us about
China's experience with your Northern Neighbor I would
gather you understand why many Americans have felt this
way. In ~e case of our dealings with your government,
however, we have come to see that the Chinese word counts.
However, I am quite concerned about the situation in Vietnam as it may relate to normalization, particularly its
timing. If there should be a major military offensive from
North Vietnam next year, or in the spring of 1976, it will
revive for many Americans the old feeling that an agreement
reached with a Communist government is worthless. Such a
situation could not but have a serious effect on our ability to
conclude a normalization agreement with you.]
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As I told the Premier in February, 1973, we will be prepared to reach a solution roughly along the lines of the
Japanese pattern: that is, we will withdraw legal recognition
from the government of the Republic of China as a separate
state and recognize your government as the legal government of China. We would set up an embassy in Peking, and
I assume you would have an embassy in Washington.
We would have to maintain a Liaison Office in Taipei,
however, to answer the critics who will say that we are
abandoning an old friend, and also to reduce the likelihood
that the authorities on the island will either go off in their
own direction or turn to a third country. This approach can
be said to assist in keeping Taiwan part of China.

•

We are willing to reaffirm the position regarding the relationship of Taiwan to China which my government took at
the Cairo and Potsdam Conferences. This, of course,
would be another way of confirming the unity of China.
(FYI: The Cairo Declaration contained the phrase, "Taiwan
shall be restored to the Republic of China, 11 and the Potsdam
Declaration stated, "the terms of the Cairo Declaration
shall be carried out. ")

•

We would expect to maintain our economic and social ties
with the island, as the Japanese are doing. As with a
Liaison Office in Taipei, our continuing commercial and
social contacts can be said to bridge Taiwan with the mainland because of our relationship with you. They will also
help to prevent others from coming in.
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-- Now let me say a few general things about the shape of a normalization agreement which would "confirm the principle of one
China." I have given a good deal of thought to the nature of an
agreement which would be in the spirit of the considerations I
have just mentioned, and which would meet political necessities
on both sides. We can talk specifics the next time I am in
Peking. By that time a number of technical studies we are now
carrying out regarding this question will give me the basis for
more precise formulations. But I can give you in general outline
what we have in mind:
•

·

1
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Our defense relationship with Taiwan, as I commented
earlier, is the most difficult issue we have to contend with.
From the beginning of our discussions with you we have
stressed our desire for a peaceful resolution of the relationship of the island to the mainland. I have just now made a
general comment about how we might deal with this problem;
and as you know, I have my differences with Senator Jackson.
Given the complexity of the issue, however, perhaps we had
better reserve further discussion until my next trip to Peking.
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THE OPERATIONAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH A
NORMALIZATION AGREEMENT

In order to approach the question of a normalization agreement in

terms of a comprehensive set of proposals which might be presented
to Peking on your next trip, it will be helpful to begin by detailing
the essential elements of any agreement, and then combine them into
alternative packages.
The essential elements of any agreement are the following:
-- Diplomatic recognition of Peking, including some formal
public statement about the PRC being the "[sole] legal government of
China," and exchanging ambassadors.
-- Withdrawal of recognition of the ROC as a state, and lowering
the level of our official representation in Taipei. Alternatives on
this issue which seem to hold the prospect of being acceptable to
Peking begin with a complete break in diplomatic relations and include
reduction of our embassy to a consulate [accredited to either the
11 authorities 11 in Taipei, or to the provincial government in Taichung],
conversion of our embassy into an official ''liaison office" (as we now
have in Peking), a semi-official "trade office, 11 or some formally
private presence on the Japanese pattern (which involved both Tokyo
and Taipei setting up private ''exchange'' or "East Asian relations"
associations which were staffed by seconded diplomats and partially
funded by the two governments). There is also a solution along the
''Baltic" pattern [alluded to by Chairman Mao] which would appear
to involve withdrawing our official presence from Taiwan while continuing to accredit or give courtesies to a governmental representative from Taipei in Washington. This approach would be inconsistent,
however, with our withdrawal of recognition of the ROC.
An additional pattern would involve not withdrawing legal recognition
of the ROC as a state [which would enable our defense treaty to remain in force], but lowering the level o£ our official presence in
Taipei to that of, say, a consulate, and reiterating that we viewed
the ROC as a legal entity only over the territory which it actually

.

I
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controls. While it could be argued that this approach would not contravene the principle of ''one China" (as the ROC claims it is the
legal government of China), it would almost certainly be unacceptable to Peking, which has consistently denounced a "one China, two
governments" solution. In addition, it would appear to go against
the Administration's assurance to PRC leaders that it does not intend
to support a "two China" approach to normalization. Thus, we would
not recommend that you incorporate this pattern into a negotiating
package. _You may wish, however, to keep it in mind as an alternative position to fall back to should the PRC prove totally unwilling
to give us anything adequate to cover U.S. domestic requirements
and Taiwan's concerns on the critical security issue of "peaceful
reintegration. "
Of the various alternatives to maintaining some form of official contact with Taiwan, we believe that the two viable negotiating options
are either reduction of our presence in Taipei to a consulate, or
conversion of our embassy into a "liaison office" (each approach to
be presented with a specific package of associated agreements, as is
spelled out in the following section of the paper). As far as which
_ ~~ alternative would be more acceptable to the PRC is concerned, we
note that Chinese officials on at least two occasions have either commented favorably on the notion of an embassy-liai~on office switch
(as was publicly proposed by Senator Jackson) or have not criticized
this concept when they had an opportunity to do so. On the other hand,
~ on at least one official occasion Vice Premier Teng Hsiao-p'ing did
reject the notion of consular relations with Taiwan being maintained
7
" by a country which wanted to establish full diplomatic relations with
___ Peking.
'
. <,

'.'>.-·

.;.·_Affirming the status of Taiwan as Chinese territory. Since
..-.
<: 1970, most nations establishing diplomatic relations with the PRC ·
have "taken note of," "acknowledged," "recognized," or expressed
"understanding and respect for" Peking's assertion that Taiwan is
~-"i·~~n inalienable part of the territory of China or the PRC. An alterna.,;,·""-'tive open to the U.S. is to reaffirm our commitment exp!"essed in
~:.L ·--- -the Cairo Declaration that "Taiwan shall be restored to the Republic
of China" and t:1e Potsdam Declaration that "the terms of the Cairo
Declaration shall be carried out." Our political problem is to
nconfirm the principle of one China" while at the same time using
communique language which either commits the PRC to a peaceful
solution of the Taiwan question or does not foreclose for the U.S. the
,
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possibility of resorting to lawful military action to prevent the
forcible conquest of Taiwan. The following formulation on the unity
of China would appear to meet Peking's needs (while the following
section of this analysis includes formulations on the question of
Taiwan's security):
The U.S. side, [in recognition of the fact that
all Chinese on either side of the Taiwan Strait maintain there is but one China and that Taiwan is part
of China, and] consistent with its position expressed
in the Cairo and Potsdam Declarations that Taiwan
shall be restored to China, reaffirms its own commitment to the principle of one China •

~

tt:

l .

. This statement could be reinforced by communique language expressing U.S. opposition to any third country seeking to establish hegemony
over the island. While such a public affirmation of our latent security
relationship with the PRC might be too provocative to the Soviets or
Japanese, and might be difficult for Peking to accept because of its
apparent conflict with their policy of "self-reliance," it also could be
useful to them as a way of further limiting the possibility of Taipei
turning to the Soviets for security assistance as we fully normalize •
.

-

· ._ · -- Our defense commitment to the Republic of China. The lawyers
~ .. ,~ay that once we withdraw legal recognition from the ROC as a state,
our Mutual Defense Treaty will automatically lapse~ Our problem.
.·here is to work out some alternative arrangement which takes into
.. account our moral commitment to the security of the people of Taiwan,
and the potentially disruptive impact on our domestic politics and foreign relations of a unilateral abrogation of a defense agreement with
an old ally. At the same ·time, --it is in-eur-inte:F-e-st to minimize as far
as possible a direct U.S. involvement in Taiwan's fufure-·security
affairs (as an arms supplier, or through a public statement of some
· sort commiting the U.S. to the future security of the island) which
. ;~ over the long run would very likely prove a major -irritant in our .
_dealings with Peking.
~ -~- · 4 ~••

·, ·:
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For Peking's part, on the one hand Premier Chou has expressed
the view that our military withdrawal from the island should not be too
rapid (as it might stimulate "the ambitions of a third country 11 ); on the
other hand, private comments to you by Mao and Chou regarding the

·~1
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use of force in rega1mng control over the island indicate that the
PRC will be most reluctant to make a flat statement renouncing the
use of force in Taiwan's "liberation."
At the same time, however, a conditional statement from Peking regarding the "peaceful liberation" of Taiwan (or preferably, "peaceful
reintegration") may be possible in terms of several previous Chinese
statements to this effect already in the public record, and on the
basis ot_P-remier Chou's private comments to you and President
Nixon apout PRC willingness to strive for this type of solution. For
the U.S., some form of statement on this issue by Peking will be
critical to dealing with the domestic and international repercussions
of our terminating the diplomatic and defense relationship with
Taipei.
-' .... - -__...._..__ We see three forms whicli such a statement might take. Most preferable _
b:om._our perspective would be a joint formulation along the following
.lines:
- :-: --=-- :...,__::
_

,.,

__ __
.

- The two sides recognize the necessity of ensuring
.:_~ ---- that past differences over the issue of Taiwan are reconciled. To this end, the United States, consistent with
the Cairo and Potsdam Declarations, which called f or
__ :Taiwan to be restored to China, reaffirms its commits;;;. ·
ment to the ·principle of one China. The People's
_
.--R.ipablic of China notes that .it.is .a well established .
"~t"--:-!iJ.st~~ical ant! !egal principle that Taiwan is part of China. and reaffirms its determination that Taiwan be reinte' - .grated into the motherland by peaceful means, provided
~:::::~
~! the authorities-~n- Taiwan neither-,. allow other parties
:;.,a:;_:!::~ :t~ - es~blish- hegemony over _the island nor attemptto
·-J~J::" -=-d~pu_di~te the principle that Taiwan is part of ch.ina:-~ :L:~'CL": s- :Each side will do its utmost to promote the peaceful
~
_:.-r_eintegrati on of Taiwan, and to that end shall ensure,
------- · - -:- -if: ~~:-the interim, that there is .no_threat or use of armed
...,..mc~: ~ •. - =force,
either from Taiwan or against
the island
..<?- . . . • = :......;.....;.,
·
______
_•
.......;:;-_::_-==..

.

- --------=

·-

-

=

u: ~:-clai~

....;;--------~-~~_..::;::,._

This type

o~~o~itment woul~ .en~~l·e

-e~e~-~oug4

that,....._,_~r-M~tual DefensE:_ Treaty w_!~ the R_9C was legally no longer in
~uct. we had provided f_or the island~-~curity by a PRC commit..m_en.t ~t to use force in solving the Taiwan question. Such a
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commitment would also enable us to assert with some plausibility
that we retained a legal basis for asserting the right of the U.S. to
defend Taiwan if it ever was threatened from the mainland. This
approach, while most helpful to us, is probably not one, however,
which we should expect to be acceptable to Peking. At the same
time,· you may wish to make it part of an initial negotiating position.
Two additional formulations seem likely to be acceptable to the
Chinese, but they would not provide the U.S. any legal justification
for a post-normalization role in the defense of Taiwan (other than
any private understanding you might reach in Peking about a continuing American arms-supply relationship with the island). The first
of these is a unilateral and conditional "peaceful reintegration"
statement by the PRC of the following sort:
The Chinese side states that the Chinese people
and government remain willing and are prepared to
strive for the peaceful reintegration of Taiwan into
the motherland. The Government of the People's
Republic of China believes [or, the Chinese people
believe] that the possibilities for peaceful reintegration will continue to increase so long as the authorities
on Taiwan neither allow other parties to establish
hegemony over the island nor attempt to repudiate the
well-established historical and legal principle that
Taiwan is part of China. China does not contemplate
the use of force in resolving the internal question of
Taiwan's reintegration in the absence of provocations
of this nature.
An even less favorable fallback p-osition, which would ~er·e'--ly -;estate
Chairman Mao's line that t'we can wait a hund~eg years_.._~' might be
.. expressed in the following formulation:
·
-~ ~-~·
___The Chinese side declares that the liberation of_
Taiwan is China's internal affair in which-:-no other_:__.
~Quntry has the right to interfere.
This is a question
which must eventually be resolved. The government
of the People's Republic of China is willing to strive.
for the peaceful liberation of Taiwan, and is prepared
to hold discussions with the authorities on Taiwan at
any time. The Chinese are a patient people.
The
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Chinese government and people declare that so
long as the authorities on Taiwan neither allow any
other party to establish hegemony over the island
nor attempt to repudiate the well-established historical and legal principle that Taiwan is part of
China, they are prepared to wait for many decades
for the final resolution of this question.
A unilate·ral PRC declaration on the order of the two above formulations could be further strengthened by a parallel American statement -in a communique, at a press conference, and/or embodied in a
Congressional resolution -- reaffirming our interest in a peaceful
settlemeiJtof the Taiwan question by the Chinese themselves (and perhaps expressing the willingness of the USG, if both Chinese parties
desire, to lend its good offices to any effort to reach a negotiated
accommodation).
The U.S. side welcomes the statement of the PRC
regarding the future of Taiwan, and reaffirms its own
interest in a peaceful settlement of this question by the
Chinese themselves. [In furtherance of this end, the
U.S. side is willing to lend its good offices to efforts to
reach a negotiated resolution of the Taiwan question if
both Chinese parties desire.] Furthermore, it has been
with the prospect of a peacef~l -~-~.COil?Ill-~~Citi()U.:-.i"Il mind
-.!hat the U.S. withdrew its military forces [and installations] from the island. However, should any actions by
the- parties concerned, or by a third country, call into
question the possibilities for a peaceful resolution of the
~-Taiwan question, the U.S. side would have to re-evaluate
:0:::.::.= itsposition.
__ ,~~:::
,---~- ----·-----·

p'· ,. _-

The major problem with a unilateral A.riierican statement, including
some form of Congressional resolution~ pledging U.S. support for
Taiwan's-future security is that legallyit·would be an "empty cannon"
certain to be attacked by the lawyers as representing nothing more
than a staternent of intent to interfere in the internal affairs of a
_state we now recognize as sovereign over Taiwan. Politically, such
a statement could be picked up by opponents of U.S.- PRC normalization in Peking and criticized as representing an American "tail" on the
island.
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In terms of a negotiating strategy, you will have to decide which of
the three possible forms of declaration by the PRC would meet our
minimal political needs, and which form you will initially press for.
The underlying issues are to what degree we can appear to be simply
taking Peking at its word about peaceful intentions or a willingness
to delay the day of Taiwan 1 s 11 liberation, 11 and whether we retain the
kind of residual relationship with the island which is likely to sour
our political dealings with the PRC and perhaps drag the U.S. back
into a military confrontation if ••peaceful reintegration 11 never· comes.
Counterbalancing these factors, of course, are the issues of the
domestic political reaction to a normalization agreement, and the
impact of such an agreement on our international relations.
-- Military sales to Taiwan. Premier Chou• s intensive questioning of you in February and November, 1973 regarding our military
sales and F5-E co-production arrangements with the ROC suggests
political sensitivity in Peking to our maintenance of the island 1 s defense
capability -- presumably for its impact on Taipei 1 s willingness to
negotiate rather than because of any currently active planning in Peking
to liberate the island by force. From our perspective, however, an
understanding with the PRC that Taiwan would continue to be able to
buy from the U.S. defensive military equipment on a cash basis [rather
than with FMS credits) probably constitutes an important domestic
political balancer to termination of our formal defense relationship with
the island. Indeed, even from Peking 1 s perspective, a continuing, if
limited, U.S. military supply relationship with Taiwan is probably
desirable as a way of preempting 11 third countries 11 from establishing
such a position. Thus, we believe normalization discussions should
include some understanding with Peking about future cash military sales.
Our present law would h~ve to. be chaJl.ged to_pe.rmit sales by the U.S.
Government to Taiwan ·once we no l~ger_recognize the GRC as a state,
ba-t direct sal~~ by the manufacturers would still be possible. In order
to--formulate a more precise negotiating position on this issue, we have
recommended to you that it be studied via the NSSM process -- or on a
more closely controlled basis by an NSC-chaired ad hoc interagency·
working group -- prior to your~ next trip to 'Pe1cing-:-· -- Maintenance of economic and ·social ties to Taiwan.-· A normalization agreement should also include an understanding with Peking that
we will maintain our economic relationship with Taiwan as well as
direct political and social contact·with the ··people of the island. The

~/SENSITIVE/EXCLUSIVELY
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manner in which Japan's relations with Taiwan have been maintained
subsequent to normalization gives us substantial assurance that Peking
will not object to our maintaining such ties. We should, however,
conduct a technical level study of the effects of withdrawal of legal
recognition from the ROC on our commercial dealings, private travel,
and protection of U. S. citizens on the island, as there may be specific
problems we should address in negotiations with Peking.
The above are key elements of a normalization agreement as they
affect "confi.rmation of the principle of one China." In addition, there
are a number of related issues -- establishment of formal consular
relations, resolution of the private claims issue as well as the matter
of governmental claims, the MFN question, and agreements affecting
civil aviation and maritime relations -- that are important to the
establishment of truly normal state-to-state ties. Given the experience
of other states in developing bilateral relations with the PRC (even
_those which Peking considers to be "friendly") we should have no illusions that working out technical agreements which would strengthen
bilateral ties will be anything but a time-consuming and at times
exasperating process. Our own experience on such issues as private
-Claims, the Marine guard, and consular relations has (unfortunately)
provided a good sense of what we can, and cannot, expect. Moreover,
~once a normalization agreement has been reached at a political level,
-we may lose s~me leverage on_ the remaining technical issues.
---.::

---:.......~-

~There are three- strate-gies which ··mfgllf be-pursued- in approaching
"-tliese· hitter -issues: seek to engage the PRC in negotiations before a
~~~6-r:m.clliza_.tion agreement is worked out; seek negotiations after the
~-:terlns for normalization have been reached privately but before they
: a!"_e ~rilpl~mented tto-pr·eserv-e · som.e-n-argaining _leverage on these
-techriical issues); or postpone negotiations on these issues until after
~br~al-diploinatic
-.relations nave been establishe-d. .
-=
- ..,_____
~

. ·--~-::

--· our
---·expectation

~Jt ~s

based on Peking's practice in dealing -with
-:other""states _.:.. that the Chinese will not want to Cf>n-sider any of these
"'q~e~-tion:s until full normali.~~tio~- has been consummated. However,
·-' ft may be ~n our interest to press Peking to begin discussion of at
_J~~~t ~e-pf these issues once-the basic political terms for normali-~a_!ion hav~ -~een negotiated. In the context of the present analysis we
aside these issues and confront the basic question of how the key
political elements might be combined for negotiations. You may wish

. s«:t
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to consider, however, the manner in which you want to handle these
issues in terms of an overall strategy for normalizing relations ..

Two Package Approaches to NormaJization: A "Clean Break," or a "Bridge"
We see basically two package approaches to a normalization agreement.
Each includes establishing formal diplomatic relations with Peking, but
they diff~r in the level of representation we would maintain with Taipei
and on the degree of future U.S. involvement in the island 1 s security.
The key to which approach we pursue will be whether or not Peking will
agree to a joint 11 peaceful reintegration'' commitment [or a unilateral
statement of intent to strive for 11peaceful reintegration" as a fallback].
The negotiating package which would provide the U.S. the best basis
for an on-going relationship with Peking might be termed "the clean
break" as it minimizes our formal contacts with Taipei and our future
security role. The one difficult element in this approach is the 11 peaceful reintegration" statement. Its elements are:
-- Formal diplomatic recognition of the PRC as the "sole legal
government" of China, with exchange of ambassadors.
-- Withdrawal of legal recognition of the ROC, with transformation
of our embassy into a "liaison office 11 [or, less preferably, a formally
unofficial presence on the Japanese pattern].
-- Explicit U.S. affirmation of the principle of "one China." (See
the suggested communique language on page 3 above.)
-- Termination of our defense treaty with the ROC, complete
removal of our remaining MAAG/TDC and intelligence cadre, and
elimination of our military sales to Taipei [or reduction of such sales
to a minimal level and on a cash basis if Peking will not agree to a
joint "peaceful reintegration" commitment].
· ···.·. ~· _
'

-- A joint "peaceful reintegration" commitment [with a unilateral
statement of intent to "peaceful reintegration" as a fallback]. (See
suggested communique formulations on pp. 4 and 5 above).
-- PRC agreement to continuing U.S. commercial, political, and
social access to the island.

!l'OP SECRET/SENSITIVE/EXCLUSIVELY EYES ONLY
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A second approach would leave the U.S. in more of a ''bridging"
.
relationship between Peking and Taipei through stronger institution~
ties to the island and by maintaining a higher-profile security relationship. As such, this type of a normalization solution would be far
less costly from a domestic U.S. political standpoint, and would be
more consistent with past Presidential statements about continuing
. support for our "old friends" on Taiwan. It could also be argued that
by continuing to link the island with the mainland we were not contravening the principle of "one China, 11 and were meeting Peking's needs
by "holding" the island from either the independence or Soviet options.
We doubt that such a rationalization will carry much weight in Peking,
however, as this solution is very close to a "one China, two governments" arrangement. As such, it would not provide the most constructive basis for a long-term relationship with the PRC because of
the many ways in which our residual relationship to the island could
become an issue in Peking's internal politics or involve the U.S. in a
future military confrontation with the PRC over Taiwan should a
negotiated accom.m.odation either fail or fail to get started.
The elements of this package are:
-- Formal diplomatic recognition of the PRC, exchange of ambassadors, [and perhaps trim.m.ed com.m.unique language regarding Peking
as just the "legal government of China"].
-- Break in formal diplomatic relations with the ROC; but with
transformation of our embassy into a "liaison office" or consulategeneral.
---Explicit U.S. affirmation of the principle of "one China" [see
the suggested com.m.unique language on page 3 above].
_-- Termination of our defense treaty with the ROC, but with a
residual military and intelligence cadre pending "peaceful reintegration 11
and maintenance of a cash military sales program with Taipei.
-- A unilateral PRC statement expressing the hope and intention
to strive for "peaceful reintegration" [but without the explicit degree
of com.m.itment in the preferred joint formulation] or the less-preferable
unilateral statement indicating patience in resolving the Taiwan issue as
a fallback. See the suggested com.m.unique language on pp. 5 and 6
above.
TOP SECRE~/SENSITIVE/EXCLUSIVELY EYES ONLY
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--A unilateral U.S. statement, perhaps reinforced by a Congressional resolution, expressing interest in a peaceful resolution of
Taiwan's future and intent to re-evaluate our relationship with the
PRC if it should initiate military action against the island [see
suggested communique language on page 6 above].
-- PRC agreement to continuing U.S. commercial, political, and
social access to the island.

*

*

*

Subsequent to your October 2 dinner session with Ch'iao Kuan-hua,
if you will instruct us on the way you wish to proceed in handling the
above elements of a normalization agreement, we will further refine
the negotiating packages suggested here and prepare talking points
for your November trip to Peking.
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BACKGROUND
Last Summer and Fall you offered, and the Chinese
accepted, an arrangement whereby UNCURK was dissolved,
a debate in the UN \vas avoided, and the problem of the
UN Command was left for solution prior to the UNGA this
year. An essential element in the last-minute Chinese
cooperation to obtain a consensus agreement in the GA
last year was the fact that our side dropped a controversial element from our resolution {simultaneous UN
membership) and thereby gained a considerable edge in
voting. vle hope the same situation may occur this year,
and produce in the PRC and North Korea a comparable
willingness to settle the item without debate.
On June 13 this year we proposed to Han Hsu the
details of our suggested solution to the problem of the
United Nations Command in Korea.
The talking points
and the paper we used at that time are contained in
Tab 1. On July 31, seven weeks later, the PRC gave its
response which, as you will recall, was negative on some
points but seemed to leave openings by not addressing the
main issues of the UN Command and the Armistice Agreement.
We think the nature of the response was a reflection more
of North Korean intransigence than PRC views. A copy of
that ~RC paper is also in Tab 2. On August 28, with your
approval, we made our latest proposal to PRCLO Acting
Deputy, Mr. Chien, a copy of which is contained in Tab 3.
In consideration of the points raised in the PRC paper,
we omitted any mention of a US force presence in Korea
and a non-aggression pact between the North and the South,
concentrating on terminating the UN Conunand with appropriate
safeguards for maintaining the Armistice Agreement. We
have not had a response to that proposal; PRC responses
have been very slov1 -- so slow that events in the UN have
overtaken them. We have fully coordinated with South Korea
as we have moved ahead.
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In the UN, the North Koreans stimulated the
Algerians, Syrians, and others on August 16 to request
inscription of an item calling for withdrawal of all
foreign troops stationed in Korea under the UN flag
(the PRC went along; hov happily \-Je don't know) • On
September 3, to protect our own interests, friends
of South Korea requested inscription of a friendly
item and also a friendly draft resolution. The other
side tabled its hostile draft resolution on September
16. It is relatively mild for a North Korean-endorsed
document.
Its first operative paragraph "considers
that i.t is necessary" to vd thdraw all foreign troops
stationed in South Korea under the UN flag.
A second
paragraph expresses confidence that the parties directly
concerned will take the appropriate steps to solve
questions related to such withdrawal.
The t\'70 items have now both been included in a
single item. The!fact that the friendly draft resolution
was submitted first gives us good prospects for obtaining
voting priority for our draft. Preliminary indications
are that we may be able to muster a majority for our
resolution.
Huang Hua in a UN speech SepteP.ber 19
charged that Park's repressions in the South are "entirely
due to US interference and connivance" and he called for
the removal of US aggression and for "the withdraHal of
US troops under the UN flag." Our objective continues to
be prevention of adverse General Assembly actions on the
UN Command or US troop presence, despite the fact that
this is esse~tially a Security Council matter in which
the General Assembly does not have jurisdiction. We also
prefer to turn off or. at least tone down UN debate on
the question because it puts us against the Chinese.
You should press the Chinese, using the following:
TALKING POINTS

H
~

-,

We are concerned that we are missing an opporfUnity to cooperate in the UN to avoid a
confrontation on Korea, and to dissolve the
UN Command \vhile preserving the Armistice.
Your side, without consultation with us,
introduced a UN agenda item on Korea, and
our side therefore had to respond.

•-L~~..
..

·
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We are ready to dissolve the UN Conwand,
as I told you last year, if certain safeguards are met.
Korea constitutes a danger point for our
relations, and for tne situation in Asia
as a \vhole. Becau-se of these dc:mgers, we
are not will,:!.ng to allow the Armistice
Agre.?ment~_ to_ dete!io;r-ate into a simple
bilateral agreement_ bet-;qeen Seoul and
Pyongy~ng, ~i thgut o1_:1~tside involvement.

we hope~ for ~a- ~forthcoming response from
your side to our~ August 28 proposal, in
which we took into consideration points
you-had~raised~in your July 31 paper.

--

There ts -stj.Il time, if we can agree along
tpe lines 9-f theproposals we have made to
you on- June: 13 , a_n_9. _!\ugus t 2 8 , to avoid a
General Assembly debate, and to move toward
constructive action to dissolve the UNC.
-

~

-

-

c::_oy.ld still_ agree in the GA on a
consensus outcome that would avoid voting;
or could agree that the Korean i tern \'lCUld not
be~ taken up at all, or could agree that both
items be withdravm.
Yop._r~ ~ide_

Tpe GA of course has no jurisdiction over
the UN Command question, and a debate there
would have lit~le meaning; it would widen
rather than narrow the_differences between
~-North and South Korea.
It would certainly
not promote the peaceful reunification that
you:say you support.

----------------

--__ We baieve that the item and the resolution
we have~ introduced has~ a good chance of
pa~§;~-g_e_, ~n<{ we ~1ill be working hard to gain
support for it, unless an agreement can be
reached between us. If necessary, we would
haye~}:p explain in the- UN~ the proposals that
w~have
on the UNC and the Armistice.
-· - - - -- offered:
-- - -· -
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It appears that you may be having trouble
persuading your Nqrth Korean friends to be
reasonable. ~ve have some troubles \vi th South
Korea, but not any that relate to tactics in
the UN. Our South I<orean friends genuinely
want to reduce tensions, and avoid divisive
debate in the UN.
Your North Korean friends have been using
various channels to try to get in direct
touch with us. As I have told you, we will
be willing to be in direct touch with
Pyongyang, but only as countries on your
side get in direct touch with Seoul.

e.
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"---'US to PRC, June 13
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Talking Points
The Chinese side was very helpful in handling
the dissolution of UNCURR at the UNGA session last
November in a constructive manner.
We told you last summer that we would consider
alternative arrangements to the U.N. Command before this
fall's session of the General Assembly.

We are willing

to see the UNC terminated if alternative arrangements acceptable to both sides can be worked out which will maintain
stability on the Korean Peninsula.
We have in mind the elemtns of a package arrangement which

e-

,_~rould

replace the UNC.

the proposal I will now make will be acceptable to the
Republic of Korea.

If you have no major problems with it,

.,

we intend to ask the South Koreans to make a private approach
to the North following your response in order to initiate
negotiations on new arrangements.

It is our view that the

North and South must carry the major burden of negotiations
on a matter like this which directly affects their interests,
as their agreement will be essential to the effectiveness
of any alternative arrangement.
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-- Howeyer, we also feel that.the U.S. and PRC must maintain

/

a behind-the-scenes involvement, as we did at the U.N. last fall, to
ensure that these talks proceed in a constructive manner.

Given our

close consultations on the Korean issue in the past, we would appreciate
any views you might have on this proposal within a week or ten days.
This would then open the way for the two Korean sides to negotiate on
the question.

-- Once the two Koreas have reached a common position on an
alternative to the UNC through direct negotiations. the U.N. Sec-urity

8-

f .

Council can endorse the new arrangement.

We believe it will not be

helpful to building confidence to have a public debate on this issue
while the private negotiations are going on.

Thus, we hope your North

Korean friends will not raise this issue in the U.N. General Assembly •
•

Our basic position is that while the UNC can go, the ·structure
of the present armistice agreement should be maintained as a transitiona! arrangement.

I told Vice Premier Teng in New York last month

that we believe that both the PRC and U.S. should remain associated
with the existing armistice arrangement. as it will

stab~lize

situation while the two Koreas work out a new relationship.

e

I

also help limit Soviet influence in Korea.

I
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We are willing to commit ourselves publicly to

the progressive reduction and ultimate withdrawal of our
forces from Korea in a

p~blic

statement, but we will carry

out our withdrawal only as the security situation on the
Peninsula is stabilized.

We have not decided on the most

appropriate format for such a public statement, but we assume
this will become evident as the negotiations proceed.
We will commit ourselves to this position on the
basis of a private understanding with you and North Korea
that you accept the interim presence of our forces in the ROK
as the security situation on the Peninsula is

~abilized.

We

assume you will probably continue to make public statements

O,

calling for the withdrawal of our forces.
We believe there should be a non-aggression pact
between Seoul and Pyongyang.

(If Huang comments on the

North's desire for a peace treaty:)

We believe that such a

comprehensive agreement should evolve on a step-by-step basis
as confidence is built between the two sides.
We frankly don't think it is helpful to have the
North Koreans making public appeals to our Congress, or to
the Executive Branch, for a treaty negotiated directly with
the

u.s.

This only raises questions in the minds of our

Korean friends about the North's intentions.
TOP SECRETjSENSITIVE
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July 4th (1972) communique between the North and South
states, the problems on the Korean Peninsula should be
resolved between the t\vO Koreas·.
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PRC, JUNE 13

I

The U.S. side wishes to inform the Chinese side that, in
consultation with the Government of the Republic of Korea, it is
prepared to consider abolition of the U.N. Command in Korea •.

We propose, pending stabilization of the security situation
on the Korean Peninsula, an alternative arrangement embodying

I

the following points:

i

-- That the U.S. and Republic of Korea military

f' -

commanders substitute for the Commander in Chief United Nations
Command as our side's signatory to the Armistice Agreement of
1953 as pro~ided in accordance with Article II, paragraph 17 of the
Agreement.

Representatives of the Armed Forces of the Republic

of Korea and the Korean People 1 s Army- would then designate the

•
_senior members of the Military Armistice Commission.

Notification

of the successors in command to the Commander in Chief United
Nations Command would be made through the Military Armistice
Commission and would be acknowledged by your side.

The People's

Republic of China would remain as so cia ted with the Armistice
Agreement and its implementing machinery.
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-- Once North and South Korea have reached agreement
on such a successor arrangement to the UNC through direct talks,
the United States will notify the U.N. Security Council of its
relinquishment of the unified command.

:It would be desirable that

the Security Council take note of the altered arrangements

a~d

place

its own endorsement on them.

-- In furtherance of the security of the Korean Peninsula,
we believe that the two Korean sides should, in conjunction with the
termination of the U.N. Command, enter into a non-aggression

0- agreement.
-- The United States is willing to publicly commit itself
to the progressive reduction and ultimate withdrawal of its forces
from Korea as the security situation on the Peninsula is stabi_lized.
Such a public commitment must be on the basis of a private understanding with the People's Republic of China and North Korea that
the presence of our forces is accepted on an interim basis as theo

J.

•

transitional arrangements between North and South evolve and are
stabilized.
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..tab a-2

PRe

Response

JulY j!

T!1e 'U.S. side- put for\·mrd a proposal on June 13 indicatine
Qthat it ic prepared to consider abolition of the D. II. Cor.::rr.and in
Korea , and· this is sor::ething uhich should be considered to be
po8i tive .

But in the so-called altcrnn.tive arrangc::::cnt i:hich it

put for\·iard , it linked up the er1terir:t; into of a' non-~egrezsion
agreer.:ent bet1\oen the .t:orth und South Korean sides '.:i th the termination of the U . IT . Corr..::1and and asked China and the Dew.ocratic
People's Republic of Korea to agree to the continued presence
of the

u.s.

forces in South Korea until there is a so-called

stabiliz2..tion of the sec·.;.rity citt:.ation on the I:oreo.n peninsul& .
This is in actu.ality
name of the U. l~I .

~-:,.anting

Co!:.::~c..nd

in

to use the abolition ot the empt:t
a:~chau.ge

for the prolOllGed stay of

tl~.e

.

U.S . forces in 2outh 1-:orea ana the perpetuo.l congec.ling of the split
os!.tua tion of

11

ti·TO Eo!'eas'" thus increasing Ci.ifficul ties to the inde-

pendent peaceful reunification of Korea .

Such an al terl~ati ve

arran3ement is natu!'ally zomcthing to 1·:hich the Korean f.l..nd Chii::.esc
side~

ca11not agree .
2~

ye.~r8

th~ ar~i~tir::e

after

--

ln

-·

Korea~

+.~he

long aft.........

dral·Tal of the c::ine:='e People ' s Volunteers and after the (,':'oint
ment of July 4, 1972 by the !!orth and South

I:ore~m

-

~outh

time.
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TEe . Chinese side hones
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CAMBODIA

You have given general agreement to the proposal
advanced by Ambassador Dean and Assistant Secretary
Habib that an international conference should be convened on Cambodia. A memorandum was sent to you on
~ \·\ '·H1D)\.
September 13 , outlining suggested scenarios and
<~
options. A copy of that memorandum is attached at
"-uJ
~
Tab 1.

J

In past conversations with the Chinese you have
made some mild overtures to see whether the PRC would
be willing to promote peace talks beb1een the warring
factions in Cambodia.
It has been quite obvious that
the PRC, for its own reasons, is unable or unwilling
to take action.
Here follows an excerpt from a memcon of a
conversation between you and Ambassador Huang Chen
on June 24! 1974:

0

Huang:
"I told (Senator Hansfield) frankly that
~f he goes (to Peking) at the present time, it
is likely to give rise to speculation about
Cambodian peace negotiations. He knows our
position: we support the Cambodian people
in continuing their strugge. We don't want
to involve ourselves in peace negotiatiqns.
The present time (for a Mansfield visit) is
not convenient, but he caDcome after September."
Secretary: Do you think the Cambodian situation
will be solved by September?
Huang:
I cannot predict anything.
our position.

You know

The Chinese negative reactions have occurred in
the context of U.S./PRC bilateral discussions in which
the PRC has in effect declined to intervene with Hanoi
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and the Khmer insurgents at its ovm initiative. We
think that there is some chance that the PRC may be
more inclined to move the ·r~hmer problem toward a
solution in a multil.f:ter-al frame\.,rork. _._.We also
believe that we need to continue to ralse this with
the PRC in ·order to probe for openings:. · In any event,
whatever the difficulties uith the conference idea,
no one has come up with a better solution and we face
an increasingly serious situation in Cambodia as our
aid funds get cut back. The credentials problem in
the UN does ·not look good, either. We have indica ted _.. ,. . _
to Asian friends, and Ambassador Dean has told the
A~·- t-i_~RD'..
Cambodians, that -....;e would be approaching the PRC.
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TALKING POINTS

(NOTE: lve realize you do not wish to be overly ' - .
specific. These points are, therefore, illustrative,
and you should decide how far you want to go).
A military stalemate clearly exists in
Cambodia. One side or the other mav
temporarily seize the initiative as-has
happened this year, with the KC having the
advantage in April and May but the Cambodian
government having it in June and July. We
do not believe that either side can win in
the foreseeable future.
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Such fighting could go on indefinitely,
given the assumption that both sides \'lould
continue to receive the support of their
friends. We must consider seriously how
such a situation would affect the1overall
situation in Indochina, where --!speaking
of Vietnam and Laos -- we have established
a framework for real progress.
don't
want the situation to deteriorate! because
this would have a most unfortunate impact
on the political atmosphere, and; 'n what
we are trying to build with you. f"

We
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We understand that the PRC continues to
support Prince Si,hanouk and the GRUNK.
For our part, we continue to support the
Lon Nol government,. although as I have said
before, if a negotiated settlement can be
reached we are not irrevocably committed
to specific individuals.
Despite offers of unconditional negotiations
by the GKR, the other side has refused to
~toR0,
negotiate directly with Lon Nol and his
/;.'Y
(6>
government.
(~
~
.

President Ford has publicly expressed the
hope for an early compromise settlement in
Caniliodia. We believe a stable peace can only
come \vhen all sides believe they have been
fairly treated.

--

The United States, like the People's Republic
of China, has supported and continues to
support the principle that the future of
Cambodia should be determined by the Cambodian
people themselves.
The United States also believes that it
shares with the People's Republic of China
a common interest in the establishment of
a free, neutral and peaceful Cambodia free
of foreign iz:1terventi-~n.

t1

The United States is prepared to ·accept and
to maintain relations with any Cambodian
government truly representative oB the desires
of the Cambodian people and acceptable to the
contending sides.
It would respect the
independence, neutrality, nationar sovereignty
and territorial integrity of Cambodia following
formation of such a government, and i t would
cooperate with other nations to ttiat end.
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The government of the United States vlOUld
be interested to know the views of the
government of the' People's Republic of
China on this subject as well as any
understanding tha·t the government of the
People's Republic of China might have
regarding the views·of other parties.
One possibility we would be prepared to
explore \wuld be to convoke an international
conference on Cambodia. Such a conferen~e
might represent a convenient forum for the
Cambodian parties to resolve their differences.
The u.s. would be ready to abide by the
consensus results of this conference. We
would, for example, not be opposed to having
Prince Sihanouk play a role in the postconference settlement.
The u.s., of course, will contribute to the
reconstruction of Cambodia.

0-

We understand that the Cambodian Government
is prepared to discuss any and all subjects
pertinent to a solution. We hope other
parties would approach talks in the same
spirit.
,
~

i
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In the July 9 declaration by the,GKR in
Phnom Penh, Khmer authorities stated, "All
questions which divid~ the Khmer are subject
to discussion." This sentence is an indirect
reference to the willingness of certain Phnom
Penh authorities to step aside and make room
for new leadership as a result oii_-_--.-.Ja solution
emerging from negotiations.
~
(FYI. This point must be made clearly to the
Chinese, since it is a sine qua non for Sihanouk to
come to an international conference. But, iif the convening of the conference itself depends entirely on
the removal of President Lon Nol from the political
scene, we believe that the Khmer Presiden~could be
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convinced not to stand in the way of efforts to find
a peaceful solution. This is unlikely to come up in
the conversation; we wilr have to consider carefully
if we would want to pay·the price just to get a
conference started. END FYI).
(If the Chinese should pursue the subject
of location and participation) : We would
prefer an Asian site; such as Singapore
or Tokyo ,.,hich have adequate facilities·,
but we are open to suggestions,

0-

As to membership in to the conference, we
believe tha·t, aside from the Khmer sides,
it would be \vise to include the PRC, the
Soviet Union, the UK (Co-chairmen of the
Geneva Conference), and France-- all
permanent members of the Security Council
with interests in the Far East; we would
also envisage including Japan, Thailand
and Indonesia as leading states and neighbors of the area, as well as other Asian
states if it appears desirable. We are
less ready to include other Indochinese
states because we believe the conference
should concentrate on Cambodia. However,
we would like Peking's views.
1
.j

If you agree to this suggestion, we would
favor an invitation as early as possible
in order to get negotiations under way
before the end of th~ year. The invitation
could come from the Secretary Ge~eral of the
United Nations (in which case weJwould see
only a minor role for the UNSYG, ialong the
lines of the Paris Conference), or from a
group of states who wish to se~'peace
return to Cambodia.
·
Our objective, of course, is mei ingful
negotiations, not just a conference. Thus,
however you may react to this sp~cific

suggestion, I think it is imporlJnt for us
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to keep in touch on this subject. We cannot
become the creatu~es of our friends.
In
their desire for victory, they are not as
concerned as we need to be with the final
stabili·ty and neutraii ty of the area. \'Vhat
we need to do is to be prepared to help our
friends in making peace as well as in making
war.

----
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Talking PE)ints
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-- We have discussed your reply of July 31 to
our June 13 proposal regarding the future of the UN
Command in Korea with responsible officials of the
Republic of Korea.

l:
j

I
r

-- We regret that the North Korean authorities
are unwilling to enter into a nonaggression agreement
with the South, for it is only on the basis of the
step-by-step building of confidence betw·een the two
Korean sides, and the stabilization of the security
situation on the peninsula, that the u.s. can consider
the withdrawal of its forces.

0-

p

-- The u.s. side is prepared, however, to discuss
further with the Chinese side an alternative arrangement
to the UN Command based on the first two elements of
our proposal of June 13. That is: maintenance of
the Armistice Agreement through acceptance by your
government and the authorities of North Korea, as well
as the USG and ROKG, of the U.S. and ROK commanders
as "successors in command" to CINCUNC, under Article II
paragraph 17 of the Armistice Agreement; and endorsement
of such an arrangement by the United Nations Security
Council at the time i t is notified of the termination
of the UN Command.

..

'

-- If this proposal is acc~ptable to your side,
we are prepared to present to you for further discussion a draft proposal concerning the modalities of
effecting the succession of command and affirming the
continuity of the Armistice Agreement.
-- If the U.S. and Chinese sides, in consultation
with their respective Korean allies, reach agreement on
this arrangement, our respective UN representatives
can discuss the manner in which the Security council
would be notified of the termination of the United
Nations Corrunand and then endorse the alternative
arrangement.
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Until recently we were pleased that both
sides appeared intent on a serious approach to
consideration of the UN Command question through
quiet diplomacy. We now ~nderstand, however,
that certain states -- acting on behalf of North
Korea -- have inscribed an item on the agenda of
the fall UNGA session regarding the matter of troop
wi thdra\vals from Korea. As we indicated to you on
June 13, we do not believe that a public debate at
this time will contribute to building a mood of
confidence which would support further progress on
Korean matters. Indeed, we must frankly say that
should Nortr Korea's friends press a confrontation
in the GA this fall, it cannot but seriously hamper
our efforts to work out a mutually acceptable way
of terminating the UN command.

i

i
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-- We are quite prepared to take whatever
actions are required, in concert with our friends
in the UN, to respond to those 'l.vho \vould debate the
Korea issue. We remain \villing ,·however, to refrain
from pressing our case at a General Assembly debate
on a Korea resolution so long as any other state or
group of states acts likewise.
-- We note that the PRC reply of July 31
expresses the hope that the question of the UNC
can be resolved this year. This remains our intention and we would view a prompt response from your
side to this proposal we are now making as contributing to this process.
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side has discussed the Chinese side's reply

of July 31 to our June 13 proposal regarding the future
of the U.N. Command in Korea with responsible officials
of tlie Republic of Korea.·
•· We regret that the North Korean authorities are
unwilling to enter into a nonaggression agreement with
South Korea, for it is only on the basis of the step-by
step building of confidence between the two Korean sides
and the stabilization of the security situation on the
peninsula, that the

u.s.

- 1

can consider the withdrawal of

its forces.
The

u.s.

side is prepared, however, to discuss

further \·li tl1 the Chinese side an alternative arrangement

0
'

to the U.N. Command based on the first two elements of
our proposal of June 13.

That is:

maintenance of the

Armistice Agreement through acceptance by your government
and the authorities of North Korea, as well as by the

u.s.

government and the Republic·of Korea, of the

u.s.

and South Korean commanders as-- "successors in command"
to the Commander-in-Chief United Nations Command, under
Article II, paragraph 17 of the Armistice Agreement;
and endorsement of such an arrangement by the United
Nations Security Council at the time it is notified
of the termination of the U.N. Command.
I
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If this proposal is acceptable to your side, we
are prepared to present for further discussion a draft
proposal concerning the modalities of effecting the
succession of command and affirming the continuity of
the Armistice Agreement.
A number of countries have recently inscribed an
item on the agenda of the fall session of the U.N.
General Assembly regarding troop withdrawals from
Korea.

If a debate occurs, we will be prepared, in

concert with other countries, to respond to those who
speak in favor of that item.
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However, we believe that

the question of terminating the U.N. Command can-be
satisfactorily resolved only through quiet diplomacy,
not through a controversial debate in the General
Assembly.

•

We have noted that the Chinese side's reply of
July 31

express~s

the hope that the question of the

U.N. Command can be resolved this year.

We share that

hope, and an early and favorable reply from your side
would contribute to progress towards that goal •
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